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THE SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM 
History 
Coxxnt Ruir.ford of Wxmich, Germany Initiated one of the 
first school feeding programs In 1790# He had established 
ffiviniclpal soup kitchens to combat vagrancy, and decided to 
extend their use to include pupils from the local schools.^ 
During the middle of the nineteenth century local programs 
developed in both England and France. The national guard of 
the second district of Paris returned the unexpended portion 
of their 181|9 treasury balance with the stipulation that it 
be used to help provide an education for indigent children, 
and some of these funds were allocated for the provision of 
free meals. Victor Hugo invited children from a neighboring 
school to come to his home for free hot meals, and expanded 
his interest in school feeding programs by his efforts in 
helping to establish the Destitute Dinner Society which pro­
vided irieals for the children of poverty stricken London 
residents 
Bryant, L. S. School Feeding, Its History and Practice 
at Home and Abroad* Phila*, J. B. Lippincott & Co. (c 1913)* 
p. 14. 
^Ibid. p. 16. 
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General public acceptance of such private projects en­
couraged the eventual initiation of broad public programs* 
Fj^ance in 1662a Holland in I900, and England in 1906, all 
passed legislation supporting public school feeding programs* 
Zn n:>ance« schools were cospelled by law to provide 
facilities, but the pupils paid for the meals* If the students 
could not afford the meals, they were fed without charge, 
following individual certification based upon a thorough 
investigation of their family background and home environment* 
Discrimination by their fellow students because of their 
economic status was avoided because all pupils received 
identical meal tickets, in the same manner* 
In England, local committees were responsible for the 
provision of lunches* The schools furnished the equipment but 
the food costs had to be met either by the parents or by 
voluntary contributions* If these sources were ixisufficient, 
local taxes were levied to balance esqpenditures and receipts, 
but such means were adopted only as a last resort* Legisla­
tion passed in 19li(- and 1938 revised and strengthened the 
previous program so that by 1938 approximately 700,000 chil­
dren received free meals of some variety* Twelve per cent of 
the total school enrollment of England and Wales received free 
milk, about one per cent solid meals, and nearly three per 
cent both free meals and luilk.^ 
Nation-wide support of a school lunch program was slow to 
develop in the United states* Until the depression years of 
the thirties brought forth the paradox of surplus and obvious 
needy oo-eacistent side by side* the public at large failed to 
recognize the importance of the role which a nation-wide 
program might play* Local programs had begun but their 
development had been sporadic and \ancertain. 
In 1853 the Children*s Aid Society of New York City 
opened the first of a series of industrial schoolst and 
furnished meals for all of its pupils*^ However» until the 
last decade of the nineteenth centiiry little was done to 
improve the situation. In z*ural areas the school lunch con­
sisted of the local area's sandwich favorite* corn bread and 
salt pork in the south* and Jam or ham in the mid-west* plus 
an apple or two if the child were lucky* In city areas local 
cafeterias served food with little consideration of nutritional 
consequences* In lQ9h Boston and Philadelphia inaugurated a 
well Integrated program within each of their school systems* 
Ellen H* Richards le^d a crusade in the former city* and suc­
ceeded in securing an order to the effect that no food 
T 
Soutfaworth* Herman M* and Klayman* Maxwell I* The 
School liunoh Program and Agricultural Surplus Disposal* Itoited 
States Department of Agriculttire* His* Pub* No* 1^7• Wash** 
Govt* Print* Off.* 19lA* P* 10. 
2 
Bryant* Louise S* op* cit** p* 18. 
k 
unapproved by the dietitians should appear on the school 
cafeteria counters* In Philadelphia central control was lodged 
with the Board of Education* Emma Snedley became the organizer 
and leader of this program and later wrote one of the first 
books aimed at improving lunch room management practices*1 In 
Chioagof in 1902* six schools followed the lead of Boston and 
Philadelphia and initiated similar programs* Table 1 shows 
the growth of city programs following the initial period. 
Table 1 
Growth of School Lunch Service in Certain Cities With 
300*000 Population and Over« 
City Period ;i^e of School Growth in num­
ber of schools 
adopting a 
lunoh program 
New York 
lianhatten 
Brooklyn 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
St* Louis 
Boston 
1911*1915 Elementary 13 - 1^9 
1912-19^ 
1913-1917 
1913-1910 
1911-1917 
Elementary-High School 
Elementary 
Jr* Sr« fflgh School 
High School 
Pittsbiirgh 19lit--1917 High School 
Los Angeles I91I4--I917 Elementary 
San Rpancisoo I9I2-I9I0 High School 
Mew Orleans I9II-I916 Elementary 
Minneapolis I9II-I9I6 High School 
10 
0 
1 
16 
3 
7 
1 
2 
5 
26 
16 
5 
16 
7 
10 
3 
10 
6 
•Gebhartf J* G* Malnutrition and School Feeding* U* S* 
Bureau of Education* Bulletin 1921* No. 37* Wash*, Govt* 
Print* Ctff** 192§« P* 12* 
Smedley* Etmna* The School Lunch* Phila** Innes and 
Sons* (o 1920). 
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The thought given the programs in this period tended to 
center upon the idea of the '*hot liinoh** and did not extend 
into the realm of the total dietary* considered in view of 
given nutritional reoonmendations* The rural areas lagged be­
hind the cities. As recently as 19^1 when the Surplus Marketing 
Adninistratlon was supporting the adoption of school limch 
programs in rural areas over the entire country, only sixty-
one per cent of the total enxs>llinents participated in the hot 
lunch prograiQs which were available to all*^ 
This slow development was the product of several factors* 
The most lirportant was the lack of adequate apace and facili­
ties • The one x»oom school house was built to house puplls« 
not to fimctlon as a restaurant. Also, xoany parents in xnxral 
areas tended to eye with suspicion the adoption of any 
additional functions by the school* particularly if the 
Federal Government was connected with the program. They ob­
jected* individually and through their Congressional repre­
sentatives* to any action which might be contributory to the 
g r o w t h  o f  a n  i m d e s i r e d *  o v e r p o w e r f u l *  c e n t r a l i z e d  s t a t e I n  
V Soutfaworth* Herman M* and ELayman* liaxwell* I. op. cit.* 
p« 30. This study defined rural areas as including all 
oonnunities with a population less than 2,$00 persons* 
2 CcngresBBian Clevenger (Ohio) during the Bearings before 
the House Agriculture Committee* responded to one consultant 
in the following manner: 
I agree with what you said about the establishment of 
the public schools* and the success they have been* and 
I think the reason that they were successful is that 
6 
addition, these sane parents often objected to paying cash for 
food* when the children could eat home grown food, even though 
"lunch pail** loeals frequently failed to meet nutritional 
recommendations* In Iowa this attitude of rural parents was 
recognised at an early date and the Iowa State College Exten­
sion Department published two circulars which outlined a means 
for rural schools to provide a hot dish as a supplement for 
the cold items Even thoxigh the ciirrent knowledge of 
Cont* 
they were developed in the IfS state laboratories» each 
one making its contribution to the whole. Ify whole fear 
on this program comes from the fact that it is to be 
controlled from the city of Washington where it will be 
tangled up with other programs that affect, not only 
school lunches, but our whole educational system. ... 
I would much rather see one of these little communities 
use food that is contributed locally, so that these 
children feel that they are being fed food that they 
helped to raise, or that their people raised. In fact, 
I want to raise sovereign citizens and not citizens fed 
on the nursing bottle of the Federal Oovemment. I want 
them to feel that they are eating their own food, that 
their parents or somebody contributed, that they are not 
a public charge. 
U. S. Congress. House. Committee on agrlculttire. 
School Lunch Program, Hearings before the committee on agrl-
oultvire, 79th Cong., 1st sess., on H.R. 2673, H.R. 311(-3 (H.R. 
3370 reported). Wash., Govt. Print. Off., P» 5* 
^The circulars attest ted to outline menus which would 
allow pupils to bring their food from home, and supplement it 
with certain hot dishes ijrepared at school. These menus were 
designed to meet this objective and also to teach the students 
better food habits. One menu is given below. 
Tbod Prepared at School Pood Prepared at Home 
Com Starch Pudding Bacon sazidwiohes 
Cream or milk 
Aimss To teach how to make com starch pudding. 
To teach something of staroh cookery. 
7 
nutritional standards Indicates that such menus as these are 
Inadequate, the backward appraisal* which history enables us 
to xnake» shows that this type of work did develop Interest In 
school luncheSf and formed the foundation for more advanced 
prograins • 
With the development of the depression years a national 
program was sponsored as a means of combatting the paradox of 
malnutrition and siirplus, coexistent slntultaneously* The 
Surplus Commodity Administration established a system whereby 
local programs could become a part of the Federal Program If 
certain specific requirements were met: (1) the local program 
had to be the direct responsibility of some local organization 
or group, ^ (2) the meal must have at least one hot dish as a 
constituent part of the l\moh« (3) the participant schools 
must continue their noz>mal level of food purchases regardless 
Cont* 
Richardson, Vary B* Hot Lunches for Rural Schools* 
Agricultural Extension Department, Jr. Clr. No. 1^, fart I. 
Ames, Iowa. Iowa State College of Agricultural and Mechanic 
Arts* 191o« p. 12* 
^A survey made by the Surplus Marketing Administration 
showed that parent-teacher associations, motherts clubs, and 
special parents* committees formed approximately 6o«7 per cent 
of the total organisations who were sponsoring programs In 
19M>« Civic and fraternal groups, followed with 8.5 per cent 
wMle others such as private Individuals and teachers, church 
groups, etc., cosqposed from 2 per cent to l\.,5 per cent each. 
These are rough estimates baaed upon a sample of 11,361{. pro­
jects and should be considered as merely Indicating the ten­
dency of various organizations to assiune responsibility, and 
not as precise figures* 
Soutfaworth, Herman M. and dayman. Maxwell I* op. clt., 
p. 31. 
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of the quantity of the surplus foods given them. 
The hot dish requireuient was difficult for many rural 
areas to loeet* In order to meet this requirement mothers fre­
quently took turns preparing the hot dish at their homes# and 
brought them to school at limoh time* Some communities built 
or arranged for the use of a central kitchen which supplied 
the hot food which was delivered to the various community 
schools by triick. 
The problem of cost confronted all schools attempting a 
program. In the case of rural schools frequently three fourthe 
of the food cost was met by food donations by the pupils* 
parentsf the remainder of necessity either being purchased, or 
supplied by surplus donations of the Federal Oovernment, or a 
combination of both. Ihe labor factor in rural areas was 
usually supplied by members of the Parent Teachers Association# 
or older pupils supervised by the teacher. In villages# 
community gardens often furnished some of the vegetable 
supply# but the greatest portion of total food reqidrement was 
met by local purchase. In the village-town category labor was 
supplied in many oases by a rotating committee of mothers# 
although in certain places a Works Progress Administration 
cook supervised National Youth Administration workers assigned 
to her. 
In large cities the use of WFA and NYA labor was the rule# 
rather than the exception# and the contribution of these two 
9 
groups was great.^ Since the proportion of labor cost to the 
total cost Is not necessarily stable, either by school,^ or 
through time. It Is not possible to evaluate precisely the 
contributions made by these two groups* 
During the war years, after the dlsmembernient of the 
Surplus Marketing Administration, the Federal responsibility 
for the School Lunch Program was lodged with the War Food 
Administration. Legislation establishing the program was 
altered annually to some extent so that details for each year 
are slightly different. However, the basic structure remained 
the same and the program followed in 19^ adequately represents 
the war years. 
Under these programs the War Food Administration made 
contracts with each State Department of Education or their 
equivalent, upon their aoceptanee of the following conditions:3 
^Ibid., p. 37. 
^The records of Perry, Iowa* for the years 19^6-19liJB, 
show that the labor factor respectively composed forty-four 
and forty*three per cent of the total meal cost for each year. 
The records for Ames, Iowa, show that in the period 1939'*19^7 
the labor cost ranged from the high of nineteen per cent to a 
low of twelve per cent. Part of the variation between schools 
may be explained by the fact that different schools define 
labor cost differently, as some include volunteer aid at cost 
figures, while others do not. The data for Perry were obtained 
at the source, but the data for Ames were presented by Moulton. 
However, these data were reorganised, and the necessary conqiu-
tations were made by the present author. 
Itoulton, Eleanor K. The Organisation and Management of 
the School Lunch Program at Ames High School. Uhpubllshed H. 
S. Thesis. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library. 19^8. 
S. Congress. Bouse. Coxmnittee on agriculture. 
School Lunch Program, op. cit., p. I69. 
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Article I* The • • • State Department of Education and 
the War Food Administration agree concerning school 
lunch programs generally: 
Section 1: That every child in the State should be 
afforded the opportunity of having a nutritious luneh at 
school regardless of his ability to pay for the lunch. 
Section 2t That the school lunch px>ogram should 
be coordinated with a program of nutrition education, 
in order that it may be of maximum benefit to the 
participating children* 
Section 3t That every effort should be made to 
establish programs under which every child will have 
a coxi^lete meal conforming to accepted standards of 
nutrition; conversely, that every effort should be 
made to discourage the sale on the school premises of 
individual food items as a substitute for a coxtplete 
meal. 
Section 1|.: That school-liinch programs should be 
primarily a community effort, with a maximum of local 
supervision and participation. 
Section 5s That school-lxmch programs should be 
operated on a non-profit basis. 
Section 6: That the cooperation of such agencies 
as Parent-Teachers* Associations, State and Local 
Nutrition Committees, State Health Department, and State 
Extension Service should be sought in the plazinlng of 
the state-wide school-limch program. 
Article II. The War Food Administration Agrees: . • • 
Section 2: To the extent of available funds to 
enter into agreements . • • with eligible schools or 
non-profit organizations approved by the schools pro­
viding for the reimbursement of part of the cost of 
food used in school lunches; and to offer to schools 
such agrlcultxxral commodities as it has available for 
distribution and as are suitable for use in school 
lunches, or for processing for later use. . • 
Article III. The . . . State Department of Education 
agrees: • . • 
11 
Section 2: To develop a program of nutrition 
education for use In the schools« and to encourage 
Its use In connection with school-lunch programs. • • 
Section 1).: To advise and consult with operators 
of school-ltmch programs on training and direction of 
local personnel in the procurement* storage and use 
of food; in the purchase and use of equipment; in the 
preparation and serving of nutritious^ attractive^ 
and economical meals; and in the maintenance of proper 
sanitation and health standards in conformance with 
all applicable laws and regulations. 
Section $s To hold workshops at appropriate 
places within the state at which training will be 
given to school-lunch supervisors and workers; to 
invite the participation of the War Food Administra­
tion and other Interested agencies in such workshops. 
Article 17. With respect to Federal Assistance to 
school-lunch programs« the ... State Department of 
Education agreess 
Section It To plan with the War Food Administra­
tion the expenditure of Federal funds within the 
State* to the end that such funds will make the 
maximum contribution to the expansion of school 
feeding and nutrition education; to examine appli­
cations for Federal assistance on the basis of need for 
such assistemce* and on the basis of the desirability 
of the program operation; to recommend to the War 
Food Administration approval or disapproval of 
applications; and to recommend to the War Food 
Administration the amount of assisteuiee that should 
be furnished to approved school-lunch programs ... 
Section 3: To encourage all schools whether or 
not receiving Federal Assistance to use in school 
lunches the maximum quantity of foods designated by 
the War Food Administration as being in local 
abundance. 
Section I4.: To encourage the acceptance and use* 
in as large measure as is consistent with good program 
operations* of agricultural commodities offered by the 
War Food Administration for direct distx*lbutlon to 
schools • • • 
i 
'} 
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With the close of the War the program was lodged with the 
I-roduotlon and Iferketing Administration. This program incor­
porated all of these former provisions but included the 
important addition that some assistance might be granted for 
non-food equipment purchases. Thus, many schools previously 
unable to in: ugurate a program could find the means with which 
adequate facilities might be developed* 
Objectives 
No program such as the school lunch program can be 
adopted upon a nation-wide basis imless it is in fxmdamental 
agreement with the normative beliefs and evaluations of the 
majority of tax-paying citisens* This does not mean that 
there will be no conflict generated either in the form of 
contradictions within the program, or between this program and 
other programs within the country, but it does mean that 
principles upon which the program is founded must be compatible 
with those of the people as a whole* 
In the beginning, the school feeding programs were 
instigated by individuals interested in sponsoring humanitarian 
projects. Their objective was to prevent starvation, and this 
concept frequently was equated with the idea of a mlnlxnum 
quantity of food, rather than with a minlnuin nutritional 
requirement expressed in terms of vitamins and calories, etc* 
Following this early stage the idea of quantity of food was 
13 
redefined to Include the idea of broad requirements, such as 
meat and vegetableSf but such requirements were not stated in 
precise terms. Along with this idea of requirements came that 
of education^ education as a complement to s school feeding 
program. Saedley wrote|1 
The aim of the school Ivinch is two fold, to meet the 
food recuirements of the child, helping to lay a 
foundation of physical vigor upon which the structure 
of mental training can be effectively built; and to 
serve as an educational factor instilling wise food 
habits, offering an opportunity for lessons in courtesy 
and consideration and providing a laboratory for the 
practical demonstrations of allied subjects of study 
such as cooking, hygiene, buying, etc. 
By the time that the Surplus Marketing Administration 
program had evolved, the objectives were clarified and esq^anded. 
They included the objective of market support of agricultural 
products, and Job outlets for unemployed. The expediency of 
meeting the depression situation did much to submerge any 
opposition to a Federal program in both city and rural areas. 
A Oovemment intent on applying common sense to 
uncommon problems undertook to make these problems 
help solve each other. First it initiated a vast 
program to provide useful employment for ldl( 
workers in the construction of public works, and 
the development of public services. The prepara­
tion of lunches for underfed school children was 
included. • . 
The government likewise undertook direct action to 
move foods from the farmers who could not use them 
to consumers who were going hungry for then . . • 
Sanedley, Emma. Op. cit., p. 5* 
School children formed an Increasingly liiportant 
part of this group 
In these areas, particularly rural* the previous opposition to 
a Federal Program was only submerged, not destroyed, and con­
tinually the objectors to a strong Federal Program have 
Influenced policy decisions at the national level* 
The In^crtance of the price support objective In aiding 
the Federal Administrator of the School Lunoh Frofprom to seotuce 
adequate appropriations from Congress cannot be denied. The 
testimony of judge Jones, of the War Food Administration, the 
comments of various Congressmen, and the actual appropriations 
themselves all show that this objective remains foremost In 
the minds of both Administration and Congressional leaders*^ 
Congressman Ziasnerman (Missouri)} Bas there ever 
been a time, even under the most favorable agri­
cultural situation, that we have not had this 
problem of sxirplus? That has always been a thing 
that has confronted the American farmer. 
Judge Jones: Yes. A manufacturer. If he doesn*t 
have a demand for his stuff, can cut down the pro­
duction over night. 
Mr. Zimmerman: ... And it faces the farxri 
every year in some place or another. 
Mr. Jones: . . • 7ou oan*t help having tes^orary 
gluts, and we will always have them. To my way of 
thinking, the school-lunch program is one place 
where we can have a surplus disposal and have public 
T " 
"^Southworth, Herman M. and Klayman, Maxwell I. Op. cit., 
p. 1* 
2 U. S. Congress. Rouse. Committee on agriculture. 
School Lunch Program. Op. cit., p. 5* 
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support. • • I just foel that surpluses of food and 
people who dontt get enoxigh of the right kind of 
food to eat are two parts of the same problem. 
Mr. Zlxmnerman: • • • It takes some kind of program 
to move that surplus or that product that has to be 
disposed of Immediately, and this program certainly 
offers a very fine avenue for the distribution. 
Table 2 shows either the actual appropriation or the 
estimated necessary appropriation for the fiscal years 19^41- to 
1950 Inclusive. It also shows the proportion spent for food 
assistance. The Increase In appropriations Indicates the 
Increased support activity needed following the war period. 
Although many Congressmen still think In terms of surplus 
removal as the central objective of the school-lunch program, 
many others, particularly those In the fields of health and 
nutrition, have recognized the conflict between the objective 
of adequate nutrition and the objective of surplus removal. 
Stuffing children full of surplus potatoes may throw their 
dietaries completely out of balance. Dr. Parran. Surgeon 
General of the Uhlted States, testified:^ 
• . • The Importance of the school-lunch program, 
I think, lias been recognized. The committee will 
recall that the first action on the part of the 
Federal Government In connection with this problem 
was related to the disposal of surplus foods. It 
seems to me that is going at the problem from the 
wrong point of view. I would hope that In this 
country we would establish a national policy of 
aiding In the Isqprovement of nutrition through the 
provision of school-lunches on the basis of need. 
U. S. Congress. Rouse. Committee on agriculture. 
School Lunch Program. Ibid. p. ll{.. 
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Table 2 
Record of Actual and Estimated Necessary Appropriations 
for School Lunch Program 19M4.-1950. Proportion Spent 
upon Food Assistance 
Fiscal Total Appropriation 
Year dollars 
Pood Assistance 
dollars 
Proportion 
per cent 
igl4 3li.,399,569'' ma — 
19ltS ll.7,8iai.,050^ — mm tm 
19I16 55,938,322^ — m — 
19I1.7 77,eii.6.179^ 67,363,795 86.5 
W 69,282,6214." 66,038,1^1 98.2 
73,375,000 98.0 
I9S0 714., 882,380' 73,1^05,81J.5 98.1 
*Q. S. 
Off., igltS. 
t 
Bureau of the Budget. Budget. Wash. 
p. 303. 
Budget. Wash. 
Govt. Print. 
Govt. Print. 
Off., 191|.b. p. 291. 
Budget. n'ash. Govt. Print. 
Off., 191^7. 
& 
p. 3i|-5. 
Budget. Wash. Govt. Print. 
Off., r9prr 
u 
p. 3t>3. 
Budget. Wash. Govt. Print. 
estimates* 
the relative need, of different areas, and of the 
children for food. 
In addition to this observation. Dr. Parran advocated 
not only the establishment of the proper kinds of nutritional 
education in the schools, but also those shifts in resource 
allocation necessary to favor foods which nutritionally are 
currently lacking in diets, and which are prerequisite for 
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good health* 
The success of the nutritionists is evident in the 
permanent bill passed in 19't.6« which establishes the National 
School-Lunch Program permanently* This law^ in effect states 
that schools shall be urged to use "abundant foods" and to 
accept sxirplus food allotments In so far as acceptance of such 
shipments is consistent with their established program* IJhder 
this provision schools may participate and remain free from 
the conditions which formerly forced them to imbalance their 
menus• 
The fragmentary nature of nutritional knowledge has 
tended to m&ke the public hesitate in accepting the policy 
recommendations of nutritionists at face value* The 
nutritionist unforttinately may only recommend* and can not be 
certain that the current recommendations will prove to be the 
optimum level or pattern of food oonsuB^tlon*^ 
^U* S* Congress* 79th. 2nd sess* National School-Lunch 
Act of 19l|6, June 1914.0* Public Law 396* Wash*, Govt* 
Print* Off*, 1914.6. 
^For example» in the case of calcium, Roberts explains 
that the calcium recommendation for adults is based upon six­
teen observed cases, while that of pre-school children is 
based upon ten. Ho obsez^ations have been made upon adolescent 
children, which have been accepted. "The allowances /for 
adolescent^ were arrived at esqplrlcally by asstuning ^at the 
needs would be hl^er than at aziy other age." In the case of 
Vitamin A she writes, "There is at present no method of 
determining the nutritional status of Vitamin A, and hence, no 
method for determining its requirement that is generally 
accepted as valid." Roberts, I^dia J. The Usefulness and 
Validity of the Dietary Recommendations* Schults, T. W. 
Food for the World, pp. IO8-IO9. Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, (c 19l(^)* 
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Neverthel«8Rf this does not mean that the In^ortance of 
the current reconniiendotlons way be Ignored, Two bodies of 
Inforniatlon support the nutritionist In the contention that 
the current recomnendntlons should be adopted, although the 
flexibility of such recommendations ;vlll always be apparent. 
Selective Service records and dietaries of Iowa children and 
adults Indicate both the past and probable results which will 
occur If the nutritionists* advice concerning dietaries Is not 
heeded. General Hershey testified before the House Agriculture 
Coinmittees^ 
• • • From what study we have loade I would say 
that two or three per cent of them ^ he 16^000,000 
cases examine^ only are specified as malnutrition 
and rickets, and a few things that are almost 
wholly connected with nutrition; but while there 
are two or three per cent of those nutritional 
defects specified as such by examiners, there are 
forty, or fifty or sixty per cent, perhaps, of 
rejections in which at least nutrition or feeding 
has much to do with the rejection* • • I think 
it would be a more reasonable thing to say that 
probably at least forty per cent are for reasons 
in which nutrition can be a definite factor. 
In addition, recent studies in Iowa reveal that malnutri­
tion is common, not because of the lack of food, but either 
because of the lack of knowledge, or the failure to put 
knowledge into practice. 
U. S. Congress* House* Committee on agriculture* 
School Lunch Program* Op. cit., p. 37* 
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Table 3 
Relative Adequacy of Adult and Child Dietaries as Indloated 
by Three Iowa Studies; 1270 Adult Dally Dietariesj 3»379 
Student Dietaries, from Carroll County; 29 Gilbert Pupils, 
All Studies Klade in 19l{-7"19^«^ 
Adults-JJ* Carroll County Gilbert 
Pood Group "§—B TT "S—E—TT "T T tT 
Percentages of Sasiple 
mik 28 29 i|.3 30 27 37.8 1U|..8 17.14-
liSeat 95 3 2 oG 10 10 All satisfactory 
Citrus and Toinatoes 53 9 38 i|7 3 50 3l4-.ll. 31}-.ll- 31.2 
Green and Yellow k2 3 55 30 3 o7 6.9 20.7 72.1)-
Other Fruits and 
Vegetables 6l 2l4. 15 53 25 22 13.8 I4.8.I1. 37.8 
«Eppright, Ercel E* and others. Report on Gilbert and 
Other Studies. IMpublished liiianuscrlpt. Ames, Iowa, Iowa 
State College, Department of Nutrition. 19l)-8. tsp. I|., 5* and 
13. 
««The letters S, M, U represent the standardst satisfac­
tory, marginal, and xmsatlsfactory. These standards are based 
upon the allowances comnonly accepted by nutrition eiiqperts. 
Purpose of This Investigation 
The desirability of a school lunch program directed to­
ward the balancing of these nutritional deficits is obvious. 
It is also apparent that Congress may continue to consider the 
nutritional objective subordinate to the surplus removal goal 
for sometime to come. Thus, it appears appropriate to con­
sider the possible compatibility of these two objectives, and 
to examine certain consequent welfare Implloatlons of the 
program. In connection with the objective of in^jrovlrig 
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nutrition through an integrated lunch program, the study will 
be extended to examine the price mechanism as a means of 
effectively directing student food eelections*^ The investi­
gation of these relationships v ill utilize x2x>dels derived from 
the present body of demand and welfare theory. In turn, the 
resulting hypotheses will be tested by utilizing statistical 
techniques whenever it is possible* 
The examination of the effectiveness of directing 
student food choices by using the price mechanism is 
Particularly suited for investigation by econoxnists. Prof. 
M. E* Fattison is currently investigating the effectiveness of 
more orthodox means of direction and education* such as 
posters* movies* adult education programs for parents* etc* 
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THE THEORY OP DEMAND, ITS DEVELOPMENT AND A1 PLICATION TO TITE 
IOWA SCHOOL LWCIT PRCORA?^ 
The Development of Demand Theory 
Adam Smith and Jean Baptlate Say presented the theory of 
deniand v/hich was generally accepted In their day when they 
wrote: 
When the quantity of any coiranodity which is brought 
to market falls short of the effectual demand, all 
those who are willing to pay the whole value of the 
rent, wages, and profit • • • cannot be supplied 
with the quantity which they want. Rather than want 
it altogether, some of theiu will be willing to give 
more* A competition will begin among them, and the 
market price will rise more or less above the 
natural price.^ 
The price of a commodity, does it not fall in pro­
portion to the amotint which is offered, and does 
it not rise in proportion to the amount which is 
demanded?2 
Cournot was the first to recognlsse that this formulation 
Smith, Adam. An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of 
the Wealth of Nations. Second Edition. Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, i860, p. 58* 
2 Le prlx d'une marchandise ne baisse-t-11 pas en propor­
tion de ce qu'elle est plus offerte, et ne monte-t-11 pas en 
proportion de ce qu^elle est plus demandee? 
Say, Jean Baptiste. Catechisme D*Econoiuie Politique. 
Poxjrth Edition. Paris, Alme-Andre, Libralre. 1835« P* lOij.. 
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was ambiguous^ and as early as I636 he wrote 
Let us admit then that the sale or the annual demand, 
Df Is for each oommodlty, a particular fvmetlon F (p) 
of the price p of this commodity. To know the form 
of this fxmotlon would be to know what we call the 
law of demand or sales. This evidently depends upon 
the manner of the use of the commodity, of the 
natvtre of the services which It la able to render, or 
of the pleasures which It procures, of the habits and 
customs of each people, of the average wealth and of 
the scale following which the wealth Is divided. 
If this law Is written In the symbolism of mathematics It 
reads: D => F (p). Although Cournot offered many significant 
By quantity demanded these writers must have meant a 
quantity requested rt a specific price, or a quantity offered 
at a definite price, because no consumer or produce can give 
an answer unless a certain price Is assumed. Henry Schults 
has written a version of this Idea which he uses to show the 
ambiguity of Smith and Say: "Price varies directly as the 
quantity demanded, and Inversely as the quantity supplied, 
which also depends upon price." Schultz, Henry. The Theory 
and Ueasvirement of Demand. Chicago, The University of Chicago 
Press. (C 1936). p. 6. 
p 
Adxnettons done que le debit ou la dem&nde annuelle, D, 
est pour chaque denree, une fonctlon partlculldre P (p) du 
prlx p de cette denree. Connaitre la forme de cette fonctlon, 
ce seralt connaitre ce que nous appelons la lol de la demande 
ou du debit. Elle depend ^vldemment du mode d*utlllt^ de la 
chose de la nattire des services qu*elle peut rendre ou des 
jolssances qu*elle procure, des habitudes et des moeurs de 
chaque peuple, de la rlchesse moyenne et de l*echelle sulvant 
laquelle la rlchesse est rtfpartle. 
Coumot, Augustln. Hecherches Sur Les Principles, 
Uathematlques Th<fbrle Des Rlchesses. Nouvelle Edition. Paris, 
Marcel Rlvl^re & Cle. I838. p. 1|.9'50. 
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oontrlbutlons^ to the field of economic theory his works un­
fortunately either were unknown or neglected by many of his 
then more famous contemporaries,2 por Instance, John Stuart 
Mill published his treatise ten years after Coiirnot's work 
appeared, and yet It revealed no Indication of Cournotis con­
tributions, and It did not contain Cournotts deeper Insight 
regarding the natvire of demand and the potential role which 
demand theory ml^t play In economic analysis* Hill wrote:3 
• • • In all things which admit of Indefinite 
multiplication, demand and supply only determine 
the perturbations of value, during a period which 
oazuiot exceed the length of time necessary for 
altering the supply. While thus ruling the 
oscillations of value, they themselves obey a 
superior force, which makes value gravitate 
towards Cost of Production • • • 
Independent of such predecessors as Gossen and Von 
Thunen, the Austrlans developed their ideas concerning demand 
into a theoretical system. Although their contribution ranked 
' " 'T ' ' ' • 
For instance Coxirnot made the most rigorous examination 
of monopoly and duopoly which had been conducted up to that 
time, and also demonstrated that stable equilibrium \inder 
competition is impossible when an Industry operates under 
increasing z>eturns, or falling average costs. 
Lloyd in England (l83l|.); Oossen and Von Thunen in 
Germany (1820 and iS^lj.); Dupult in Fk>anoe (l8lt.3)» all con­
sidered the relationship of demand and utility, but were not 
recognized by their conteiqporaries. For discussions see: 
Viner, Jacob. The Utility Concept in Value Theory and Its 
Critics, Journal of Political Boonony 33j369« 1925# and 
Whitaker, Edmund. A Historv of Economic Ideas* New York, 
Longmans, Green and Go. 1943• p* l4i4-2« 
3 
Mill, John Ftuart. !Ihe Principles of Political Economy. 
Ashley Edition. London, Longmans, Green and Co* 19i|-0* p* 
I4.56. 
2l|. 
among the greatest made during the nineteenth oentiiry« It con­
tained one In^jortant error 
• • • Jevons and the Austrlans, however, failed to 
distinguish clearly between utility schedules and 
individual demand schedules* and by expressing 
utility schedules in monetary terms, they practically 
IdentlHed them with demand schedules, with the con­
sequence that they reasoned from equivalence of price 
offers by different persons to equivalence of utility 
for these persons* In this respect, their predecessors, 
Lloyd, Gossen, but not Dupult, were more acute in 
their analysis. This error was, however, soon dis­
covered and corrected, especially by the mathematical 
economists of the utility school* 
Marshall, in the latter part of the nineteenth century. 
Joined the approach of lillll and the Austrlans into a composite 
theory.^ 
We might as reasonably dispute whether It is the 
upper or the under blade of a pair of scissors 
that outs a piece of paper, as whether value Is 
governed by utility or cost of production. 
In his work ISarshall adopted and popularized the demand 
function suggested by Coumot* Ihls function: Da*? (p), is a 
special case of a broader equation proposed by Walras in l873. 
The K^shall-Coumot equation tacitly assiimes that all other 
prices and all other factors are recognised and assigned con­
stant values* Therefore, the only change permitted occurs in 
the price of the article under consideration* 
Walras was aware that the Covirnot-Marshall equation was 
Viner, Jacob, Loo. Cit * p* 370* 
2 
Marshall, Alfred* Frinciples of Economics. 8th Edition* 
London, VaclSillan Ltd* 1920. p* 3i4.8* 
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limited to the special case, just described, and saw that a 
more general equation could be developed by Including the 
prices of all other competing goods in this Cournot-Marshall 
aquation* Thus* the Walrasian equation reads: =* f^ (Pi> 
Pgt ?y . • • • Although the V/alraslan equation 
increased the generality of the Cournot-Marshall equation* it 
still retained one major limitation which kept it from being 
the Tuilversal equation for which economists continued to 
strive. As it is written, the Walrasian equation is limited 
to the provision of the answer for one set of prices, with a 
given level and distribution of income tacitly asstimed con­
stant over time. If the price of wheat is stipulated, and the 
prices of all other ooa^eting and con^lementary products is 
also known, the demand for wheat for this static situation is 
calculable. However, this eqiiation caxuiot be used except for 
such a static situation. Zn order to secure an equation for 
handlizig a dynamic situation, the time variable, which GLUOWS 
for smoothly changing conditions, must be included. Irof. 
Schultz presents this equation in this formi^ 
* fj^ ^2* • • • • • t)3« 
1 In like manner for commodity (2) the equation became: 
^2 ^2 ^^2* ^1* ^3' etc» 
2 Schultz, Henry. Op. cit., p. 10. It appears that Frof. 
Schultz included changes in the level and distribution of in­
come as representing some of the smoothly changing conditions 
over time, which are represented by the variable t in his 
equation* 
^Por commodity (2) the equation would become: 
®2 " '2 ^^2' ^1* ^3* 
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The Walraslan and Cournot equations are special oases* the 
first occvirs when the value of t Is held constant at t^, while 
the latter not only holds time constant at t^, but in addition 
assiunes that the prices of all oompeting product8» all couple-
mentary products reinaln constant, the price of the coumiodlty 
itself alone being allowed to change. 
At the time that the Austrlans were developing their 
ideas concerning the relationship of utility and dejrand, 
Edgeworth, in England, began to examine the hypothesis that 
utility of a conanodity, or a service, was not only a function 
of a quantity of the commodity possessed, but also of the 
anoxints of other coimnoditlea, or services, held simultaneously* 
With the assumption that utility was a known and a measurable 
quantity he struck upon the geometrical device known as the 
indifference curve technique* Prof* Schultz has condensed 
Edgeworth*s procedure in the following iiAnner;^ 
Let X and y represent, respectively, the quantities 
of two commodities (X) and (Y) possessed or consuned 
by an individual in a unit of time. Let U 3 p (x, y) 
represent the total utility or ophelimity derived 
from any cosiblnation of x and y* Then U » F (x, y) 
may be thought of as a surface, IT denoting the length 
of the ordinate drawn from any point on the xy-plane 
to the surface* This surface, which need not extend 
indefinitely over the plane, is usually concave down­
ward like a dome, with a single maximum point* 
The partial derivitlvea 
^ » 
3 at ay 
nCbldTpT 13-
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Trill be designated, respectively, as the i^rginal 
dyrees of utility (or, more briefly, as deyees ' 
of utility) of the two commodities# Each or these 
quantities may be a function of both x and 
quantities 
^ dx . h- dy 
•3* 37 
will be designated as the marginal utilities of 
the two commodities* 
Let the surface U a P (x, y) be cut by planes 
parallel to the plnne of the x- and y-axes* Each 
intersection forms a curve which may be called an 
indiffereye curve* It is the locus of points 
representing all possession- or consuB^tion-oom> 
binations of x and y which have a given total 
utility for tlie IndTvldual* • • • The curves may 
be looked upon as contour lines, the numbers 
attached to them being elevations above sea-level 
(zero utility)* The difference between any two 
numbers is the difference between the total 
utilities of the combinations in question* 
Analytically, the differential equation of an 
indifference curve is 
dx dy « dU 3 0. Q x  a y '  
Almost two decades after Edgeworth developed his system 
Pareto also adopted the geometrical device of indifference 
curves* However, Faretc approached the problem with an 
assumption which was contradictory to that of Edgeworth*s* 
Pareto postulated that the total utility function was not 
known, and might not exist* The only known things were the 
indifference curves which could be established by exqpirioal 
obseiTvation* Pareto assiuned that it would be possible to 
question any normal person and obtain that individual's 
indifference schedule for any given combination of commodities* 
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Thus, If fareto had a barrel of tangerines In his cellar, and 
If he knew that his neighbor possessed a bushel of apples, 
Pareto might postulate thnt he could discover his neighbor's 
indifference schedule for tangerines and apples in the 
following manner. Fareto would tell his neighbor to take 
tangerines from the barrel subject to one stipulation, vis., 
the neighbor must replace the tangerines which he took with 
that number of apples which left him Just as well satisfied as 
before the exchange between apples and tangerines took place. 
The neighbor's schedule might take the form presented below. 
Possible Indifference Schedule for Pareto'a Neighbor 
lf6 apples and 1 tangerine : l6 apples and 9 tangerines 
IjjO apples and 2 tangerines: 15 apples and 12 tangerines 
30 apples and 3 tangerines: 12 apples and 17 tangerines 
2l|. apples and 5 tangerines: 10 apples and 21 tangerines 
20 apples and 7 tangerines: 8 apples and 27 tangerines 
Similar schedules might be developed by starting with a 
different magnitude, say two bushels of apples, etc. When the 
quantities of the commodities are assumed to vary by infini­
tesimal amomts, these points may be Joined and the schedule 
is then presented in the form of a continuous indifference 
curve. When a series of such schediiles are graphed, there 
exists a family of indifference curves. It is important to 
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recognize that in Pareto»s development, these curves are 
indices, and no longer, ns in the case of Edgeworth'a presen­
tation, Bieasure utility. Analytically the new conception may 
be stated as follows:^ 
Instead of the utility surface U =» P (x, y), we 
have a surface of an index of utility corresponding 
to any combination of x and y, I » (x, y). By 
putti^ I a 1, 2, 3, • • • $ successively, we obtain 
the indifference cirves 1, 2, 3, • • • respectively. 
All that tbey show is that one series of combinations, 
say that marked by !{., is preferred by the person in 
question to that marked by any lower figure such as 
3 or 2* The difference between any two figures does 
not necessarily measure differences in utility. 
That differences between the indices of two 
indifference curves do not necessarily measure 
differences between utilities^ or that knowledge of 
the indifference curves does not always permit the 
deduction of the utility siu>face (if it exists) is 
evident from the fact that there are any nuitber of 
utility surfaces whose horizontal sections, when pro­
jected on the xy- plane, form one and the same family 
of indifference curves. Since in practice we know 
only the projections, i.e., the indifference curves, 
the index surface I, must remain somewhat arbitrary. 
That is, when we have obtained one system of indices 
I =» ^ (x, y, z, • . • ), 
we have an infinity of others given by the aquation 
I « P ( (f) 
where P is an arbitrary function, restricted only by 
the condition that P must be positive. 
Following Fareto little interest was shown in the 
Xbid. p. l6« 
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development and application of Indifference cxirve analysis 
until Kicks and Allen developed the technique and popularized 
It during the past decade and a half* Slutsky* a Russian, 
published his now famous article^ in 1915# but his work was 
tinknown until Hloks and Allen had begun their publloations in 
193i|-* The contribution of Hicks and Allen is so recent and so 
recognized that there Is little need to cossnent upon their 
achievements in detail* It is sufficient to say that by 
adopting some of their techniques it is possible to show that, 
under the ceteris paribus assumption, the indifference curve 
technique may be used to secure a price consultation curve, 
which is the equivalent of the customary demand ctunre, whenever 
it is plotted in the same manner* The indifference curve 
technique xnay also be used to indicate the implications of 
income as well as price changes, and for many other analytical 
tasks* In this paper, indifference analysis will be used to 
indicate student patron reaction to price aixd income fluctua^ 
tions* 
This general forimilation of the theory of demand serves 
as the foundation for the following analysis* Because the 
school lunch program possesses several unique variables it 
Slutsky, E* Sulla Teoria del Bilancio del Consumatore* 
Qiornale degli Economisti* Ft* 2* p* 1-26* July, 1915* 
(Original not seen.) Cited in Qiornale degli Economisti E 
Riviata di Statistica* Zndioe Cinquantennale* Parte Prima* 
Citta di Castello, Sooieta Anonima Tipografica "Leonardo da 
Vinci." 1938. p. 201. 
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will be seen that the eqiiation for determining the general 
market demand for each oomiaodity used in the program is a 
special case of this general formulation. It will be discussed 
from the theoretical aspects in this chapter, and will be 
applied operationally in a later chapter# 
!Ihe School^Lunch Full Meal Program presents two markets 
within which demand theory may be applied, the lunch room 
within which the school sells the processed food to the 
students, and the open market within which the school and all 
other persons and institutions compete for the available un­
processed and semi-processed food products* 
Application to the School Lunch Market 
There ere four types of lunch room service: (1) Plate 
lunch without any "a la carte alternatives; (2) Plate lunch, 
with ^  la Carte dessert alternatives; (3)  k la carte alternatives 
only; (ij.) "b la carte alternatives with the opportunity to 
order a plate lunch in preference to an k la carte selection. 
For the purposes of this study these four categories may 
be coitibined into two: (1) Markets in which the only alternative 
offered the patron is to either take the unit as a whole, or 
leave it; (2) Markets in which opportunities exist to choose 
among alternatives* 
The lunch room market is important for two primary reasons* 
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It Influences the purchases of unprocessed, and semi-processed 
foods by the school In the wholesale and retail food markets, 
as the school's demand In these niarkets Is a demand derived 
directly from the lunch room market demand# In addition, the 
lunch room xnarket influences the students* food consumption 
pattern by reinforcing existing patterns, modifying present 
patterns, and by introducing new patterns. To date there has 
not been sufficient evidence presented to show the relative 
importance of the school lunch program regarding the relation­
ship among these three alternative possibilities. Neither has 
there been presented conclusive evidence which shows whether 
or not the plate lunch or the cafeteria service exerts the 
more lasting influence. The available evidence and its ln5)ll-
oations regarding this last question will be presented in 
Chapter III, while the discussion of the probable effective­
ness of the price mechanism as a means of guiding pupil patron 
food choices will be discussed from a theoretical frame of 
reference, following the immediate treatment of the general 
demand function. 
Symbols used in developing the demand curves for the two 
Itinch room siarkets, (1) 'bi la carte; (2) plate lunch; and the 
derived demand for the open markets are listed below. 
a demand for cosanodity (1); D2 ^  demand for commodity 
(2), etc* 
t a any time period; if specific years or a specific year 
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are meant* the notation beoomest (i4.6-l|.8)j eto« 
PjL =* the price of cornnodlty (l)j ?2 price of commodity 
{2)f etc, 
s the Income available to the student for ptorchases 
for tliie period t. 
a number of meals served dtiring time period t. 
It - institution Eianagement customs^ dtiring tiiiie period t. 
a nutritional requirements^ during time period t. 
H ^  home inheritances: Includes customs* tastes* regard­
less of their sotirce* i.e.* genetic or environmental*^ 
The school market is vmlque because, unlike the average 
consumer* the school*8 freedom of purchase allocation is re­
stricted in two respects: (1) by nutritional recommendations* 
and (2) by institution management practleee. The former 
governs the pattern of total purchase by groups* but allows 
freedom within each food group. Thus* two ounces of meat or 
its equivalent are required per person for each lunch* and a 
half pint of milk* etc. The latter restricts the frequency 
with which specific menus may be repeated. Thus, upon analysing 
the menus for a month for fifty Iowa schools* chosen at random* 
it was found that the following frequencies were the average. 
Beets* once every ten days* beef* every day and a half* pork* 
every two and a half days* corn, once every eight days* green 
beans* once every seven days* peas once every seven days, 
celery once every eight days* and carrots once every five days. 
At Ollbert* yjcLaughlin foimd that: cabbage and chicken 
averaged one service every two weeks; com* once every seven 
days* beef every two days* pork once In seven days* while 
certain miscellaneous ltem.8 appeared only once In the forty-
four day observation period. MeLaughlln* Louella. Accepta­
bility of Poods in an Iowa School. Unpublished li^.S. Thesis. 
Ames* Iowa* Iowa State College Library. 19^9* P* 28 ff. 
2 
The H variable changes so slowly over time* taking at 
least one if not several generations to bring about a marked 
effect that it has been considered constant over time* and 
hence has not been assigned a t subscript to indicate change 
over time. 
3k 
^2» ^3' ^1).* • • • prices of all other coxnmodlties 
besides ooxmnodity (1); In case of commodity (2) this would 
read: P^, ^1}.» • • • 
W a processing wastes; shrinkage In preparation* peelings* 
eto« 
markets Without \ La Carte Alternatives 
In this market the general equation for commodity (1) Is: 
® ^l^^lt* ^2t* ^3t* ^l|.t* • • • t S^, ^t*^t* 
H, W ).l 
For one particular year the equation becomes for commodity (1): 
®1(1|.9) " ''2(1|.9)' ^3(49). I'l|.(l|.9)> • • • 
''n(49)' ^ (1|.9)' ®(1(.9)' ^(1(.9)' ®(1^9)' ®' *'* 
Markets With La Carte Service 
In this case the general function becomes: 
^t ® 'l^^lt* ^2t» ^3t» • • • ^ nt» ^t» ^t* 
H, W) 
For a partlciilar year this becomes: 
•^(49) * ''I'''I(49)' ^2(49)' ''3(^9)' ^1|.(1|.9)' • • • 
''n(l|.9)» ®(1).9)» ^(1|.9)» ®(49)' *'* 
For coxamodlty (2) the equation becomes: 
^2t?* 'l^^2t* ^It* ^3t» ^4t* • • • ^ nt* ^t» ®t» ®t* 
Hf W etCa 
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In the oaae of both markets and Dj^t " ®lt 
and I>^2.t* quantity of food (1) sold the students* 
plus the preparatory waste and shrinkage, W, equals the 
quantity of food (1) pvirohased upon the open market by the 
school* The supply ourve of the lunoh room is the demand 
curve upon the open market, for commodity (1)» Since this is 
the ease, the eqxiations may be used to estimate the gross 
market support of the Ixuich programs of full lunoh aohools* 
Sinoe the schools keep records of their purchases upon the 
open market it is simpler to use the equation without the W 
variable, as this gives the equation representing the purchases 
upon the open market* 
Certain of the variables in the equation are necessarily 
non-operational by their inherent characteristics. Thus, if 
the vca*lables I and R are non-operational as it appears they 
must be, the equation adopted for quantitative calculations 
XQUst omit them In an operational form. Evidence presented in 
footnote 1 on page 33 suggests their relative in^ortance, but 
no adequate series of data exist which may be adopted for 
quantitative calculations. Their Importance indicates that 
they may sufficiently affect the purchasing pattern to such an 
extent that the variable, prices of other commodities also 
may be omitted as an operational variable. Income available 
to students, may be considered as a constant for any one 
year, although it will change over time and vary according to 
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the stase of bunlneas fluotuatlon. In prosperous tluies very 
few parents fail to provide their ohlldren with tho funds 
necessary to purchase their lunches. Their purchases are re­
flected In the quantity purchased. In a depression period, 
those who can not either bring a lunch or purchase one, are 
provided a lunch free of charge according to the mandate of 
the legislation establishing the school lunch program. V/hen a 
recession or a depression period are underway there may be a 
consequent withdrawal of purchased lunches, but an equivalent 
e^qpanslon of free lunches, with the result that the qxiantlty 
of food taken from the market by the school program remains 
practically constant* nius, for the sake of simplicity, the 
income variable expressed In the theoretical formulation of 
the demand equation will not be included In the operational 
form of the demand aquation. H obviously is non-quantitative 
in form as no means exists of representing either a genetic or 
an envlrozuoental taste factor in such a maxiner. 
When these variables are dropped from the theoretical 
equation, the operational form becomesi 
Dlt * ^ 1 (?lt» St) (Non-^A La Carte 
^Zn the case of commodity (2) the equation would become: 
a fg S^) (Non-'A La Carte, etc.) 
®*2t * '2^^2t* ^ ^  Carte, etc.) 
In order to form the siiqpler equation for commodity (2), drop 
the variable (F2t) these eq\iations. 
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^ ^ Carte 
If the nutritional requirement Is rigorously followed^ 
then in the case oz' suoh foods as milk, the change in the 
price of milk will not exert any influence upon the quantity 
taken. In such instances the equation becomes:^ 
(S ) (Non- ^  La Carte 
^It = ^1 fA lA Carte 
Effect of Program Upon the Market Price 
Before the operational studies are made it is appropriate 
to consider the answers which a theoretical frame of reference 
will yield to questions concerning the effects of tho govern­
ment piurchase program upon the market. The ptirchases by the 
schools in the open market con^ete with other buying groups 
and hence tend to support the market price*3 Government 
In the case of commodity (2) the equation wovild become: 
®2t * '2 (Non-X La Carte« etc.) 
^2t ^  ^2 ^^2t' (V^ La Carte, etc.) 
In order to form the simpler equation for commodity (2)» drop 
the variable (P2t) ^ om these equations. 
^Before the simpler equation is adopted, the regression 
coefficient of the variable, price of the commodity, will be 
statistically tested for significance. In the regression 
equations the independent variables, if two are adopted, will 
be price of the commodity, and the number of meals seirved in 
the given period, while the dependent variable will be the ob­
served qtiantities purchased. 
"^The following analysis is adapted from that presented by 
Oold, Norman L., Hoffman, Austin C., Wa\igh, Frederick V. 
Economic Analysis of the Food Stasqp Plan. U. S. Bureau of 
AgricTiltural Economics. Wash., Govt. Print. Off., 19lj^. p. 18 
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purchasesI in addition to these purchases, add more support to 
the market price, tending to drive it upward. In the original 
programs the schools were compelled to maintain their normal 
purchase patterns, and thus the government expenditures 
exerted their full effect. The cixrrent program, insofar as 
the schools are permitted to substitute the surplus grants for 
normal purchases, does not achieve the same level of support 
from the same amotint of government ejqpenditures. Nevertheless, 
the theory which applied to the earlier program may be used to 
show the effects of the present program. 
In Figure 1 let Dj^ represent the demand curve for the 
non-participants, and Dp represent the demand curve for the 
program's participants. Since most of the foods used in the 
lunch program have a total supply which is fixed for a year, 
once the crop has been harvested, the line, 0-Q, indicates the 
total amount of the food which is to be marketed between 
harvest seasons.^ 
If the two demand curves, and Dp are plotted so that 
they intersect each other at the level the ante-p3X)gram 
situation is indicated, gives the amount taken from the 
^If this were not the case, the program would not raise 
the market price, but would increase the quantity marketed as 
the additional amounts were put onto the market by the flexible 
st:qpply stream* Iftider these circumstances the Federal Expendi­
tures would approximate the amount of support given, whereas 
In the situation assximed above, because of the relatively in­
elastic demand curve of the non-participants, the amount of 
support is greater than the actual amount of the Federal 
Expenditures* 
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market by the non-pertlolpants* and the rexiialnder« shows 
the amount taken by the prospective participants. FQ is the 
prevailing price level, and its particular height is deter-
xnined by the shape of these two curves# 
If the government enters the market and buys the amoxmt 
which increases the participants* share from to fhe 
amount left for the non-participants shrinks to Qui* This 
raises the price level to and the net amount of revenue 
added to farm income by the continued purchases of the non-
participants is the difference between rectangles a» and b» 
It is worth noting that if the non-participants* demand curve 
were of a different shape, for instance, more horizontal and 
flatter, the effectiveness of the program would not be as 
great. 
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Figure 1 
Effect of Government Food Purchases, Assuming Fixed 
Inelastic Non-Participant Demand 
1^ 0 
The Theoretical Zn^ortanoe of Price as a Choice 
Determinant within the Lunch Room Market 
The second imrket which the school-lunch prograri presents 
for analysis Is the student lunch inarket. This inarket also is 
unusual In that the objective is one of investment rather than 
one of lEmediate profit. Society uses this rnarket to Invest 
in the human resource, and it Is appropriate to adopt all the 
tools available to make this procedtire more efficient. The 
pricixig technique is an obvious one for the schools to adopt, 
but few have utilized It to the fvillest extent possible.^ 
At the present time, many cafeterias have adopted the 
idea to the extent that they offer "a plate lunch at a price 
lower than that of the same items sold 'ti la carte. However, 
in addition to the plate lunch the schools offer a variety of 
a la carte items. The la la carte patrons come from two groups, 
the individuals who prefer to have a complete freedom of item 
choice, and students who have brought a Ixmch or a partial 
lunch from home and who wish to supplement it with'^a la carte 
items. 
If the pricing mechanism can be used to direct these 
people towards certain items which tend to make their diets 
' "I 
"^The school cafeteria offers the best opportunity for the 
adoption of the price fluctuation technique. However, the 
school using a plate lunch service could use a one cent sale 
technique to achieve a similar objective. 
M-
more nearly approximate the nutritional recommendations, then 
an effective administrative tool becosies available to all who 
desire to adapt it* The present system of establishing prices 
for an entire year at the start in September does not enable 
the administrator to best adapt his program to changing con­
ditions, or reflect a change in market prices to the patrons. 
Theoretical and operational tools of analysis can be 
utilized to test the hypothesis that the pricing mechanism 
could be adopted for the purpose described. If the student 
reaction to price fluctuations is greet, the tool is practical*^ 
Indifference curve analysis may be used to indicate the 
theoretical implications in the specific case of the average 
student, if it is assumed that the average student possesses a 
set of food preferences or patterns, and a given monetary fund 
to be spent upon food* The size of this fund is considered to 
be constant for the duration of the investigation. The case 
of an income shift will be considered at another point (see 
Woodward used six Identical cafeterias of the Pentagon 
building to test the efficiency of specific advertising slogans 
in aiding the sales of foods containing soya ingredients. Two 
cafeterias served as a control, one used the monetary appeal 
in the form of slogans such as, "The best buy for your money", 
one adopted patriotic slogans, one nutritional, and one a com­
bination of all three* A chi-square test of significance re­
vealed that all slogans, but the nutritional ones, signifi­
cantly increased consuaqption. If consumption can be signifi­
cantly increased without actually altering the price, it sug­
gests that a price mechanism directed toward increasing con­
sultation may be even more successful. Woodward, Fatrlcia. 
The Relative Effectiveness of Various Oombinations of Appeal 
in Presenting a New Food. The Axnerican Journal of Psychology 
58:301* 1945. 
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below). It Is assumed that If the student can obtain a food 
Item which he likes at a lower price, he will take It. As the 
price drop becomes larger, there Is an Increasing probability 
that the student will be tempted either to take a second 
helping of the dish If he likes it, or a first serving If the 
price drop Is associated with a food which he likes eqiially or 
lees well. There are some foods for which no price drop inay 
Increase consuinptlon, but In most Instances the distaste for a 
specific food probably Is not so great that the price mechanism 
can not be adopted to entice some participation. 
Given the Individual's preference pattern. Illustrated by 
a family of Indifference curves, cuid the relative prices of 
the food Items Involved, the following technique may be adopted 
to determine his consuxoptlon pattern. In Figure 2 the Y axis 
represents all foods other than the vegetable, the price of 
which Is to be dropped, while the X axis represents this vege­
table. Before the market price Is dropped the student. If he 
spends all of his money fund upon Y, will seciu'e the queuitlty 
O-Y^, while If he spends It upon X, he will receive 0-X]^. The 
line Y^-X^ gives all of the possible Y,X combinations available 
with the given money fund, and market prices of Y and X. The 
tangent of Y^-X^ and the Indifference curve II at point 
gives the combination which will leave the student on the 
highest Indifference curve he can reach with his given money 
fund, and the given prices. If the price of X Is dropped by 
one half, this raeans that the money fund will now purchase 
tv/lce as inuch X as it did in the initial situation. This 
causes the line to pivot at reach X at the point 
O-X2# which is twice the distance 0-Xi« This raises the 
student to a higher indifference curve, curve 17, These re­
sults show that the price shift has enticed the student into 
purchasing not only more of the vegetable, the price of which 
has been dropped, but also aiore of the other foods. The in­
creases In the anovwt of X is shown by the distance on 
the X axis, and of Y, by the distance Z1-Z2 on the Y axis. 
This particular pattern shows that the individual favored the 
other foods relatively to the vegetable, but this represents 
Y v: 
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Figure 2 
Indifference Curve Analysis for Average Pupil Patron, 
Asstining a Price Drop in a Vegetable Item. 
only one pattern. It is possible that other persons either 
might buy more of the vegetable, or as an extreme, buy none. 
It should be noted that although the curves are convex, 
they soon become parallel to the X axis. This is because the 
desire for any one food, such as the vegetable, becomes 
satiated very quickly, and no decrease in price can be great 
enough to overcome this physical condition. Thus, the effect­
iveness of the price mechanism is limited to a narrow range of 
price movements and when these theoretical is^llcations are 
tested by an operational experimental design, few price shifts 
of a relatively small znagnitude are necessary in order to 
determine the prerequisite exq}irleal demand curves. 
This indifference curve technique may be used to determine 
the effects of a change in the size of the student*s money 
ftmd* In Des koines dtiring the past year or so a number of 
students doubled their money funds by accepting an additional 
paper route. What would this do to their food purchase 
pattern? 
If the X item were not quickly satiable the answer would 
be that the purchase of both X and Y would increase. However, 
because of this satiability, this can not be considered a 
foregone oonolusion. In Figure 3 the a88Uii7>tions for the 
initial conditions of Figure 2 are repeated* If the money 
fund is doubled, then the line '^x-X^ shifts upward parallel to 
its former position to take the new position Y2-'X2* The line 
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Plgvire 3 
Indifference Curve Analysis for Average Pupil Patron, Assuming 
an Increase of Income 
now becoioes tangent to curve IV at Pg* The increase of X is 
shown by the distance ^ axis, but this is the 
limit of an increase in the piu'chase of X because of any in-
oome increases. If fxirther increases occur there will be no 
additional purchase of X because at this point the desire for 
X is satiated. It is true that this point varies from person 
to person, but the iu^ortant fact is that this point does 
exist, and does begin rather soon in the ease of an individual 
food item. 
This chapter has shown that the theory of demand developed 
slowly and sporadically. Special cases tended to be recognissed 
and studied first* while the general formulation oame later. 
The sohool l\inch program offers two inarkets for study: 
the open market, and the school market* The school's demand 
function is a special case of the general equation, and re­
duces for operational purposes^ to: either =* 'l^^lt'^t^ 
or ^ the school uses"a la carte service, or 
either =« f3^(P^^,S) or « f^ (S^)» if it uses a plate 
lunch service. 
The effectiveness of tha market support given by the 
Federal Purchase Program depends upon three factors: (1) the 
relative shape of the non-participants* demand curve, (2) the 
amount of substitution permitted the participants, and (3) the 
amount of funds available to the government for purchase 
activities. 
The anticipated behavior of the average student in re­
action to either a price drop of one particular vegetable 
item, or an increase in the size of the available monetary 
fund, was examined with the indifference curve approach. In 
the case of the price drop it was hypothesized that within 
narrow limits a price drop would increase consuo^tion of the 
item, the price of which was dropped. A doubling of the money 
fund indicated that an increase was possible to a very limited 
' y 
Zn both sets of equations, if commodities other than (1) 
are studied, the subscript changes accordingly. For commodity 
(2), for instance, the equation becomes: 
^2t " '2 ^ ^2t» ®t^* 
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dxtentj but is not necessarily probable. 
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AN APPRAISAL OP THE SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM VvITH REFERENCE TO THE 
PROBLEI.^ OF RESOURCE ALLOCATION, AND CERTAIN WELFARE 
CONSIDERATIONS 
The chronic problem of surplus agrlcultxiral commodities, 
between 1930 and 19i|0, lead to the development of many diverse 
programs aimed at a solution. The National School Lxmch 
Program originated as one of them, and has been maintained 
prlnuarily because it has continued to offer a means for sur­
plus coirmiodity disposal* It is not the f\inetion of this thesis 
to considor the over-all resoiirce allocation problem in detail, 
but it is appropriate that the role of this program in aiding 
resource allocation be considered. Does the program actually 
help solve the allocation problem, or does it merely alleviate 
the symptoms? 
In the following pages this question, and several welfare 
aspects of the program, will be considered in four steps. 
Step one will consider the conditions necessary for an optimiun 
allocation of resources. Step two will appraise the School 
Lunch Program with reference to this structure. Step three 
will evaluate the effectiveness of the plate liinch service as 
a means of securing the Program's welfare objective, and step 
four will analyze the effects of the Program's revenue 
il-9 
requirements upon the tax paying oossnunlty. As there are no 
special taxes^ directed to the support of the lunch Program 
this analysis will concern itself with the effects of the 
general tax program, upon the coxmnanlty*8 welfare. The Lunch 
Program is reflected in that its requirements raise the tax 
bill by an azoount equivalent to the cost of the support program 
which piirchased the food,^ plus administrative expenses. 
Basic Postulates of Welfare Analysis 
llie present generation of welfare economists has postu­
lated certain conditions which are prerequisite for an optimum 
allocation of resources. If all the conditions are met, an 
optimum allocation exists* but if even one is not met, then 
the allocation falls short of the optimum. In addition, when 
the optimum conditions exist, they apply to an assumed level 
and distribution of income. If this assximed distribution of 
income is altered, then there will be a change both in the out­
put of goods and services which maximize welfare, and in the 
allocations of the factors being utilized. Although it is 
rare that this set of conditions is fully met, it gives a goal 
^Some funds come from tariffs on iaports, but these 
tariffs existed before the program was developed, and would 
exist without it. 
2 It is true that the money would be spent whether or not 
the commodities were distributed throiigh a school lunch program, 
and in this sense the program costs nothing. However, the 
personnel needed to conduct the program are greater than if 
the food were dumped instead of being allocated to human use. 
f>0 
towards wliloh to strive* and Improvement Is n&de whenever m 
of the conditions are satisfied. 
The first set of conditions to be considered are the 
marginal oonditions* Reder gives an excellent summary of t! 
as follows*^ 
1. The marginal rate of substitution between any 
two products must be the same for every Individual 
who consumes both* 
2. The marginal rate of transformation between 
any two products must be the same for any two 
firms that produce both. 
3« The marginal rate of transformation between 
any factor and cuiy product must be the same for any 
pair of firms using the factor and producing the 
product. 
1|.. The xnarginal technical rate of substituion 
between any pair of factors must be the same for 
any two firms using both to produce the same 
product. 
The marginal rate of substitution between any 
pair of products for any person consuming both 
must be the same as the marginal rate of trans­
formation between them, (for the community) 
6* The marginal rate of substitution between 
the amoimt of (product) X received for aiding in 
its production (by a given firm) and the time 
spent in rendering this aid xmist be the same for 
each factor unit owner as the marginal rate of 
transformation between the time of his factor 
unit spent in aiding production (in this way) 
and (the product) X. 
7> The marginal rate of substitution between 
resource contirol at any pair of moments and tj) 
1 
Rederf Ifelvin W. Studies in The Theory of Welfare 
Economics. New York« Columbia University Press. 19^7* P« 
mat bo the ea«» for every pair of individuals 
or firms (inoluding palrsi one tnember of which 
is a finn and the other an individual)* 
The second set of conditions are second order conditions 
which assume that the marginal conditions have been met. 
Assuming continuity of all preference and trans­
formation functions and (at least) of their first 
and second derivatives in the neighborhood of any 
position where marginal conditions are satisfied, 
there will be a position of maxiztain welfare in 
that neighborhood if« and only if« all indifference 
cxirves are (in this vicinity) convex to the origin 
and all transformation curves are concave to it.^ 
The third set are commonly called the total conditions* 
They state, inter alia* that if welfare is to be 
a maxlmmn« it must be is^ossible to increase wel­
fare by producing a product not otherwise produced 
(or produced only by one firm) or by using a factor 
not otherwise used (or used only by one firm)* 
Where welfare can be increased by such operations* 
the optimum position obviously is not determined 
uniquely by the marginal conditions* i«e.* there 
is more thcai one maximum position and one of the 
maxima lies where the output (input) of a product 
(factor) by a firm and/or consumption of a prodxiet 
by a consumer is sero*^ 
The resource allocation problem is divided into two parts. 
Resources siay be allocated between the sectors of the econoztQr* 
and within each sector. first consideration will be that 
of Industry and Agriculture* and the second within Agriculture.3 
Ibid.* p. 3^• 
^Ibid., p. 37. 
3 In this study the economy is assumed to be conposed of 
three sectors; agriculture, industzT* and professional service 
groups. Industry includes all manufactiiring and commercial 
groups from US Steel* and Uaoy*s to the Grassroot Doll Works 
and Baatty*s Burger Shop* Professional service groups include 
all professions from dance bands to undertakers and prize 
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Resource Msallocatlon Between Agriculture and Industry 
In the case of agriculture there has been a tendency for a 
nlsallocatlon of the factors of labor and capital. This Ineffi­
cient use of labor has been termed "underenployment"^ and Is 
partially caused by the fact that the labor resource Is more 
easily obtained than the needed capital funds. Wlbh a greater 
than average ability to provide the necessary quantity of food, 
and with a minimum of clothing required, the farmer is led Into 
producing his own cheap labor force. Once this labor force 
reaches adulthood then It must either stay on the land (upon 
the parentis farm or some other), or leave the farm for the 
city and Industry. In normal times this difficulty of moving 
from the farm has resulted In a tendency for the continuous 
existence of agrlculttiral underen^loyment 
Cent. 
fighters* Professional service groups are not considered In 
this paper, but the definitions of the three groups are 
needed for clarity. 
^Underenqployment as used In this context approaches mora 
nearly the Keyneslan concept of "Involuntary unemployment" than 
It does the Lange definition of "underemployment". Keynes does 
not assume an excess supply of labor but an equillbrlixai position 
secured by the Intersection of a supply and a demand curve for 
labor. However, the supply curve Is considered to be Infinitely 
elastic over a broad range with respect to money wages and the 
eqiilllbrlum position falls well within this range, rather than 
at a point where the labor supply ciirve has become finitely 
elastic in respect to money wages. For further discussion of 
the Keynes and Lange viewpoints see these sources: Keynes, J. 
M. The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money. New 
York, Harcourt Brace & Co. 1935* P* l5i Lange, Oscar. Price 
Flexibility and Employment. Bloomlngton, Ind., Princlpla Press 
Inc. 19^4-* p« 6. A more popular discussion of the problem of 
undereinployment within agriculture occurs throughout: Schultz, 
T. W. Agrictilture in an Unstable Economy. New York, LlcGraw 
Hill. 19ll.5-
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This oondition of agrioultural underes^loyxnent may be 
shown by using the following diagrams. Figures 1}. and 5 
prosont the possible combinations of labor and capital T;hioh 
will produce one hundx'ed units of product in each instance* 
These iso-quants have different slopes* The slope of the 
agricultural iso-quant reflects the abtindance of labor as it 
shows that it takes more than one unit of labor to substitute 
for one unit of capital* In the case of industry the reverse 
situation exists*^ 
Aqricuuture. 
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Figure 1|. 
Agriculture Factor-Product 
Transfoonnation Function 
Figure 5 
Industry Factor-Product 
Transformation Function 
The benefit to be received by a shift in resowrce alloca­
tion under such conditions may be shown by combining Figures 1|. 
The nearer the full emplojnn^nt level is approached in 
Industry the more representative of real life this assungption 
becomes* In the case of a deep depression the tendency would 
be to have the reverse develop* 
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and 5 in 6, In Figure 6 the Industry fvmotlon of Figure 5 Is 
shown by moving Figure ^  so that the origin beoomes O** and 
Its labor axis meets the capital axis of agrlovilture at the 
Intercept while Its capital axis meets agriculture*s labor 
^axls at the Intercept S* 
The two Iso-quants now Intersect at point w» and this 
Intersection point represents the production of 100 xmlts by 
each« when the total available units of labor and capital are 
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Figure 6 
Agriculture-Industry Faotor>?roduct Transformation Functions 
utilised*^ By using this diagram it may be shown that by re­
allocating factors a greater total production in Industry is 
''^e tacit assumption Is that there are ten units of 
capital* and ten units of labor available for division between 
agriculture and industry. At w« the division of the factors 
ist Agriculture* four and one fourth units of capital* cuid five 
and one third of labor; Industry* five and three quarter units 
of capital and fotir and two thirds of labor. 
If Industry and Agriculture produce at any. other position 
upon their transformation functions there will be idle 
factors* 
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possible without any diminution of agriculturets« If, instead 
of allooating factors as assusied In the above case, agriculture 
uses one unit of labor and eight of capital, while Industry 
uses two of capital and nine of labor, it is possible to pro­
duce one hundred twenty-five units In Industry, while main­
taining one hundred units in agriculture. Such an allocation 
is Indicated by point y» in Pig\are 6, Here the quantity of 
labor v-y* is used by Industry and v»-y* by agriculture, while 
Agriculture uses y"-y* of capital, and Industry y*-y« y* is 
the point of tangency of the industry iso-quant representing 
one hundred twenty-five tinits of production and the Agrietilture 
iso-quant designating one hxmdred. Thus, without increasing 
the total available nuinber units of the labor and capital 
factors, total production has been Increased, by the transfer 
of underenployed \mlta of labor in agriculture to Industry, 
and replacing soxoe of the tmlts with capital, either previously 
underesployed in Industry, or coiq)letely idle in reserve funds* 
Although this reallocation has increased total production 
with the same total units of factors available, it may not be 
assumed that this particular allocation is necessarily the 
optimum*^ !ilhis new allocation is only an ijt^ovement over the 
The marginal conditions are met, and the secondary con­
ditions also are met, as there is no reason to assiame that the 
indifference curves are other than convex to the origin. How­
ever, there is no evidence that the "total conditions" are 
xnet* 
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former allooatlon t;hloh relatively approximated the actual 
allocation as It currently exists. The opticium position lies 
soinewhere upon a contract curve which passes throuf^ y* in a 
north-easterly to a south-westerly direction. For the purposes 
of the present discussion the deterinination of the precise 
optisoim for the assumed situation is not necessary. The dia* 
grasi provides the information needed to answer that pertinent 
question which asks whether or not the School Lunch Program 
aids in shifting resources from agriculture to industry. The 
answer is that«\uider conditions like those assumed^ the program 
does not» as there is nothing in the program which is directed 
towards such an objective. In fact the support given to agri­
cultural prices tends to keep factors allocated to areas from 
which they should be shifted. The artificial support of the 
prices of agricultxu*al commodities tends to keep the marginal 
farmer on his land, rather than encoxiraging him to shift to 
sosa other pursuit. The School Lunch Program thus tends to 
alleviate the symptoms of unharvested, wasted surplus food but 
it fails to cure the malady.^ 
The identical conclusion may be made for any subsidy 
program which establishes a guaranteed price at a level com­
parable to prices being received for equal skills in other 
sectors of the economy. Under such conditions no resources 
will be shifted away from the subsidized sector* and it is 
possible that because of the price security offered, some re­
sources might be shifted into the subsidized area. The question 
of the desirability of the school lunch subsidy in view of ob­
jectives other than optimum resource allocation will be con­
sidered later. It may be added that it appears to be the 
opinion of a majority of citizens that food resoux*ees be used 
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Resotiroe lUsallooatlon within Agrioult\ire 
The seoond resource allocation problen which is to be 
considered is that of two firms within agricultiire. The two 
regional areas assunxed for the analysis are Iowa and Inline* 
and the two products which both produce are com and potatoes# 
If an optixnum allocation of resources within agriculture is to 
be achieved^ the marginal rate of transformation between Iowa 
and Maine must be equated, and the secondary and total con­
ditions must also be met* 
Figure 7 shows the Iowa transformation ftinctlon, and 
Figure 6 Maine*s« Iowa produces 0-Z of oomf Maine 0->R; Iowa 
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Iowa's Transformation Function Maine's Transfoxnnation 
Function 
Cont. 
for human consumption whenever possible, but this is a separate 
objective. The primary objective under consideration Is the 
achievement of a better resource allooatlon between agriculture 
and Industry, and neither the school lunch program, nor any 
other food subsidy program will aid In securing this objective* 
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Z-7 of potatoes» and Maine R-Q* By rotating the axes of the 
Maine diagram one hundred and eighty degrees» and superln^oslng 
It upon lov/a's so that Maine's origin becoines o>. Figure 9 Is 
formed. The point Q of Figure 0 becorues Y In Figure 9« Tlius 
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Figure 9 
lowa-Ualne Transformation Functions 
ZYR shows the total potatoes raised, Iowa plus Maine, and AYB 
the total com. If the Maine diagram Is shifted /NOT rotate^ 
to such a position that the origin becomes 0**, the Maine 
transformation function, H*P* Is tangent to Iowa*s at Y*, 
then the total potato crop Is Increased by the difference Z*R'-
ZR, and the com by A»Y*B*-AYB. 
However, this Is not the only possible tangency. The 
locus of points VO*iK and beyond, as Indicated by the arrows, 
all offer points where possible tangencles may be obtained If 
the diagram Is thus shifted. Thus, once more, althouf^ It Is 
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not possible to claim the new position as the optimum one» 
still the direction of change towards the optimum is indicated. 
Iowa will benefit by producing more corn, Z-Z', and fewer 
potatoes, with her given factors and other products* and 
UaiAO more potatoes# R*Y*-RY# and less corn# R->T* 
For purposes of clarity these hypothetical conditions 
have been exaggerated# but the exaggeration does not in fact 
depart coxnpletely from the conditions of actuality. During 
the past several years in northern Iowa thousands of bushels 
of potatoes have been ploughed back into the soil following 
surplus purchase operations of the Federal Oovezmment# and at 
a time when corn was quite profitable on the open market. It 
would appear that the general welfare would gain by using 
this former potato ground for com# or other crops# at least 
for the given conditions of the present time. 
Once again the central question concerns the iir^lications 
of the School Lunch Program* How does this program affect the 
relationship of such transformation fvinctions? Whenever it 
helps to support the prices of potatoes at parity or a high 
fraction thereof# the program encourages producers to continue 
the existing production patterns# patterns which have been 
shown usually do not lead to an optimum allocation of resouiroes 
within agriculttire* Uhder these conditions the School Lunch 
Program once again in providing a texiporary outlet for 
esibarrassing food surpluses# tends to relieve the pain# but 
6o 
does not attack the sovirce of the disease.^ 
Die Program and Student Welfare 
The effect of the program upon the student patron In 
schools where cafeteria service is used have been analyzed^ 
but since many schools have adopted a fixed plate lunch 
program* it is relevant to consider the welfare effects upon 
the student consumer. This is particularly pertinent because 
in Iowa the Federal Administrator has adopted the policy of 
refusing to admit any new schools into the Federal Program 
unless they adopt a plate lunch service* 
The primary reason for the adoption of this policy appears 
to be the belief that the plate lunch service offers the only 
means which guarantees that the student receives an adequate 
school lunch* A second in^ortant reason is the fact that many 
schools may be able to provide the necessary personnel and 
equipment to operate a plate lunch program but not a cafeteria 
service* There is no question but that in the case of such 
schools a plate lunch service is more apt to i>rovide the 
students an adequately balanced meal» than are either the 
lunch pailf or the Itinch pail plus a supplementary hot dish. 
^This failure of the support objective to justify the 
school lunch program does not mean that the program lacks 
Justification* The nutritional objectives in themselves are 
not only necessary but are sufficient Justification for the 
maintenance of such a program* 
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JLs will be seen In the review of experimental literature which 
follows, there has not been any conclusive evidence presented 
which proves that plate Ivinch prograias are necessarily superior 
to adequately conducted cafeteria programs# By adequately 
conducted is meant not only efficient manageinent in the usual 
connotation, but in addition the control of the items served* 
There is no reason to assume that the cafeteria has to serve 
any different kind of dessert than a plate lunch program. 
Stewed fruits, Jello, ice cream, fresh fruit may be offered in 
place of the pie and cake items which have been the center of 
the typical criticism of the cafeteria service. Even if a pie 
or a cake item is offered, the rule of one dessert to a patron 
plus a controlled, flexible pricing policy, will solve the 
problem of any student who tended to take desserts alone* The 
adoption of the cafeteria service, controlled as suggested, 
assumes that the food groups necessary for an adeqiuite lunch 
will be presented* It also assumes that the students con­
fronted with alternatives in the necessary food groups will 
select an adequate diet, for if they did not, then the program 
would be negative in that a faulty pattern would be reinforced 
by the student's action* Fortunately certain ejqperiments have 
been conducted which suggest that, when provided the necessary 
food groups, students tend to make adequate selections* 
Justice chose a random sample of twenty-six nursery school 
children* Their customary school lunch was a plate lunch 
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service, but with opportimity to ask for neoonds If thoy 
desired them. The one exception was milk, which was sex*ved In 
pitchers upon the tables• Teachers helped the pupils pour the 
milk. No mention was made In the report whether or not the 
teachers positively enooxiraged the children to drink xnllk, and 
no mention was made of the precise quantity which usually was 
drunk in the customary Itinch service. Definite queuatltles of 
the solid foods were served both upon the plate lunch, and for 
requested second servings* 
During the esQjerlmental period the children were offered 
the Identical food groups, and foods within food groups which 
they had received during the control period, ^wever, in the 
experimental period they served themselves without either 
adult restrictions or encouragement. They were allov/ed to 
select any amount and any pattern that they desired. Approxi­
mately sixty-seven per cent of the group increased their con­
sumption of the meat, fish, eggs, cheese category, fifty-four 
per cent increased their intake of cooked vegetables, sixty-
three per cent potatoes or rice, sixty-five per cent raw vege­
tables or fruits, seventy-five per cent desserts. Milk con-
suB?)tlon was Increased by only thirty per cent,^ while some 
decreased their consultation. 
Justice, Cathrine L, and others. Some Factors Influencing 
the Food Intake of Preschool Children, Joiornal of tbe 
American Dietetic Association, 22:128, February, 194^• 
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In a similar study Roberta found that odlk consiutiption 
increased significantly in the experimental period. This sug­
gests that Justice did not adopt the standard of an 8 ounce 
glass per child for her control period. Roberts in her ex­
perimental period found that there v/ere 316 refusals, 263 
acceptances of only 1}. ounces, 33,909 acceptances of 8 ounces, 
and l8,17l|. requests for more than 8 ounces.^ 
Prevy used the snrae technique, but established an index 
by which to make her comparisons bet^/een the control and the 
experimental periods. She established the figure 1.5 as the 
size of the usual meal diiring the control period, and found 
that when the students were allowed to choose as they wished 
fi'om the same food categories, that cooked vegetables in­
creased to 2.3, raw vegetables to 2.5, potatoes fell to 1.2, 
meat increased to 2.2, dessert increased to 2.7» and milk fell 
to 0.9.2 
Davis conducted the longest e35>erii.ient when she observed 
infants for periods ranging from six months to foi:ir end a half 
years. The children in this case had no control period in 
ese figures were obtained by applying the given per­
centages to the given base of 52,622 opportui^tlea observed* 
Roberts, Lydla J. and others. Results of Providing a 
Liberally Adequate Diet to Children in an Institution. Jour­
nal of Pediatrics 27:396* 19^5* 
2 
Prevy, Esther. Self-Servlce in a Nursery School. Jovr-
nal of Home Economics 28x377* 1936. 
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that from the time they were weaned they were given absolutely 
free choice of foods among these food groups: anlinal protein* 
tnllk» cereal* fruits and vegetables. Three times a day foods 
from these categories were presented and the children were 
pe2*mltted to choose any coznblnatlon and quantities which they 
desired. A total of 37«500 sieals were observed* and the re­
sulting conclusion wasi^ 
All the children were able to select* from the list 
of slnqple natural foods* a satisfying diet and main­
tained excellent appetites. They so regulated both 
the varieties of food chosen and the quantities of 
them* that these were well within their digestive 
capacity* • • • Their nutrition* as far as can be 
judged by present standards* was of the best* and 
roentgenograms of their bones show their diet to 
have been fully adequate for normal base development. 
After several decades of pediatric practice Ilg 
commenteds2 
mihen we began to make a record of mothers* reports 
about feeding* we were frankly astonished to realize 
a similar pattern would repeat Itself In different 
children at the same age. As em example* the re­
duction In appetite In the second year of life 
following the more usual robust Infant appetite was 
found not only In one child* but In many children* 
and therefore* cama to be expected. 
[Hie real shift In feeding practices has come 
because parents began to listen to their children. 
T 
Davis* Clara U. Studies In the Self-Selection of Diet 
by Young Children. Journal of The American Dental Associa­
tion 21t6i|0. 193k* 
2 
Ilg* Rrances L. The Child's Idea of VVhat and How to 
Eat. Journal of the American Dietetic Association 2li.:656. 
i9kQ. 
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The evldenoo presented suggests that If the student^ Is 
presented with alternatives within all of the neoessairy food 
groups, the resulting food pattern probably will be nutrition­
ally adequate* However, this does not answer the question 
concerning the probable retention of the pattern developed in 
this i&anner as compared to one learned either in the class 
room, or by a means of a plate lunch program. Unfortunately 
there have been no experiments directed at this particular 
problem, but certain conclusions which have been discovered 
in the field of leeirning apply to this particular situation, 
at least to some extent. 
The plate lunch program in many if not most schools con­
sists of certain definite food patterns, menus, which are re­
peated at regular, or semi-regular intervals. Does this con­
stant repetition, which would also occur in a cafeteria 
service, contribute to the retention of any given food pattern? 
Thomdike after mach experimentation concerning the effect of 
In the University of Iowa cafeteria. Ready conducted an 
experiment to determine the influence of the nu^er of food 
choices within food groups upon the food pattern of adults 
patronizing the cafeteria. In the control period three fruits, 
three choices of bread, and ei^t choices of cereal were 
offered, and the amounts of each item sold were tabulated. In 
the experimental period one additional item was added to each 
group, so that there were four fmits, four bread choioes, etc. 
Statistical testa showed that the consumption of all cate­
gories increased significantly. When the nuxsber of alterna­
tives was reduced to two in each group the consun^ition of all 
categories decreased significantly. Ready, Mary E. Factors 
Affecting Choice of Food in a Cafeteria. Unpublished M.S. 
Thesis. Iowa City, Iowa University Library. 
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repetition as a factor of retention In learning concludes: 
If a certain state of affidrs acts upon a man a 
thousand times a week for a year* he irlllf so 
far as the mere repetition of that state of 
affairs is concerned, probably respond no better 
the last week than the first.^ 
Thus, the presentation of the pattern is more important 
than the repetition* Alpert repeated the experiments of Kohler 
with children, in place of apes, and as a result of presenting 
problems (patterns) which required that the subjects choose 
between alternatives,she concludedi 
It is probable that Retention and Transfer are 
favored by spontaneous solutions more than by 
taught solutions, probably because of the fact 
that insight is more complete and stable in the 
Tormer than in the later ease.2 
Radke, and Klisurlch conducted an experiment with a group 
of young mothers in the Iowa University Hospital* The xiiothers 
all came from the surrounding rural areas, and as far as back­
ground and age were concerned, were hoiaogeneoua as a group* 
The group was split into two subsections. One subsection had 
a dietitian talk to them individually* The dietitian outlined 
the recommended feeding schedule for the new baby, and briefly 
answered any questions which the mother asked* The printed 
schedule giving the quantities of ood liver oil and orange 
^Thomdlke, Edward L. The Fundamentals of Learning. 
New York* Bureau of Publications. Teachers' College, Coltuubia 
Ibiiverslty* 1932* p* 63* 
2 Alpert, Axigusta* The Solving of Problem Situations by 
Preschool Children* New York. Teachers* College* Columbia 
Iftxiversity. Contributions to Education No. 323* 1926* p* 69* 
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Juice was left with the mother in each case. The second group 
was organized as a decision making group, O^oy discussed the 
schedule of cod liver oil* and orange Juice in view of 
establishing a goal to strive for individually, although the 
decision was left up to the individual. 
Following the dismissal of the xnothers from the hoapitalt 
checks were made at two and four week intervals to determine 
how many mothers of each group were following the recommended 
schedules. Of the eighteen mothers who essentially had been 
instructed by a personalized lecture technique, six at two 
weeks, and ten at four weeks were following the orange Juice 
instructions. Of the group discussion, individual decision 
group, twelve were following the instructions at the end of 
two weeks, and all eighteen were at the end of four weeks. In 
the case of cod liver oil, the lecture group had three follow­
ing the instructions at the two week check, and ten at the 
four, while the discussion group had eight at the two week 
interval, and sixteen at the four week interval. Ghi-square 
tests revealed that in the case of orange Juice, the dif­
ferences between the.two groups were significant at the one 
per cent level, but that in the case of the cod liver oil, the 
differences were significant "between tlie five and ten per 
cent level. 
^Radke, Uea>lan and Klisiirloh, Dayna, Experiments in 
Changing Food Habits. Jovumal of The American Dietetic 
Association 23:1).03* 19kl» 
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IThese results also suggest that the cafeteria service 
which compels the Individual to make decisions among alter­
natives may result In the establishment of longer lasting food 
patterns than does the class room lecture, or the usual plate 
lunch program* 
Finally, the superior effectiveness of the cafeteria as a 
means of establishing food patterns may be supported by con­
clusions derived from work studying the relationship of reten­
tion and motivation. The student enters the cafeteria with 
one common motivation, ^ unger/ regardless of the type of 
lunch service adopted by the school. The plate lunch offers 
him a single pattern, perhaps a new one, and he has only one 
decision to make, accept and eat the food, or reject It. If 
his hunger motivation, or drive. Is sufficient, he will accept 
and eat regardless of his distaste for any of the Items, or 
all Items. His acquaintanceship with the pattern Is accom­
plished, because he had no really acceptable alternative 
available. However, in xnany cases, this introduction has not 
guaranteed a positive step towards the acceptance of a new 
pattern. On the contrary. In all probability there Is a 
negative reinforcement against the pattern, not only against 
the one food disliked, but perhaps against the entire configu­
ration as well. In the ease of the cafeteria. If this same 
pattern Is presented, there will be alternative patterns 
available. If this particular pattern for some reason Is to 
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be enoouragedf the prloe nieohanlsm is available to add a second 
motivation besides hunger to entice the student Into accepting 
tt» desired pattern. Not all will accept It, It Is true, but 
If twenty per cent or more do, then that Is so such positive 
gain. Not only will the ones accustomed to the pattern have 
the pattern reinforced, but the ones accepting the pattern for 
the first time will not be left with the type of negative 
attitude with which they would have been left \mder a plate 
lunch service. 
IfcGeoch concludes: 
Other things being equal, acts leading to 
consequences which satisfy a motivating con­
dition are selected and strengthened, while 
those leading to consequences which do not 
satisfy a motivating condition are eliminated.^ 
In summary it may be stated, that although the evidence 
is not conclusive, it suggests that a cafeteria seirvice is 
more likely to reinforce existing patterns, and establish new 
ones than Is the plate lunch seirvlce, providing that the cafe­
teria service presents the necessary food groups, and uses the 
prloe mechanism to encourage the patterns It desires to rein­
force or introduce. 
The cafeteria service Is definitely superior to the plate 
lunch service when the utility position of the student consiuner 
^McQeoch, John A. The Psychology of Human Learning. New 
York, Longmans, areen and Co* 19l[(.2. p. 
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is considered. Because it offers the student alternatlveSf 
the cafeteria service allows him to form patterns that most 
nearly approximate the patterns he desires# This enables the 
student to reach a position on a higher indifference curve 
than is possibL e under the operation of a plate lunch program. 
Under the plate lunch program no freedom of choice is permitted, 
other than to refuse to eat a particular food, once it has 
been served the individual. Thus, if the student is offered 
two food items on his plate lunch, one of which is distaste­
ful, and one of which is acceptable, the indifference diagram 
in Figure 10 may be used to show the icplications concerning 
the level of the students* welfare under certain assus^tions. 
If the student were allowed to reject the item he 
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Indifference Analysis of Plate Lunch Type Program 
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dlsllkodf and thus avoid it at the time that the plate lunoh 
was served, O-A^ would equal the quantity of liked food which 
he obtained for the given plate lunch food expenditure* In­
difference curve I passes through point A-j^ and has the form it 
does because at any point beyond 0 on the X axis, the dis­
utility resulting from any acceptance of the distasteful food 
causes the curve to take this form. If, however, the student 
is not permitted even the single alternative of rejecting the 
food at the counter, the following situation develops. The 
person for his expenditure which brought him O-Aj^ of the liked 
food also receives 0-B^ of the disliked food. There Is no 
budget line in the usual sense, but there is a budget point, 
T, which has passing through it the indifference curve I. 
This indicates his level of utility when the disliked food 
must be accepted and taken from the serving counter* Indif­
ference ctirve I is lower than II, and hence, the student is 
not as well off as he was when he was permitted the one alter­
native of rejecting the disliked food at the counter. 
The Program and Coxmmmlty Welfare 
The tax system reallocates resources whenever it collects 
revenue from the tax paying community, and establishes action 
programs aimed either at bettering the statvis of any particular 
group, or even the community as a whole. In the case of the 
school lunch program both special groups and the community as 
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a whole benefit, but for different reasons. Special groups 
such as farmers, and wholesale, retail distributors, the rail 
roads, truck firms, etc., benefit because the program acts as 
a direct subsidy to them. The commmlty as a whole benefits 
because forthcoming generations will have better health than 
without such a program. Nevertheless, the question remains 
as to whether or not the total benefit of the program leaves 
the community In a position equal to, less than or greater 
than the position It would achieve If the same funds were 
spent by the tax payers from whom the funds were collected. 
There Is no single generalization which may be made to 
answer such a question, as certain assiunptlons will determine 
the answer for each particular situation. If a specific com-
mxmlty Is composed of a population so distributed that there 
are very few young married couples. If It Is xirban, and has 
many people approaching their retirement age, the community's 
utility function will possess a significantly different form 
than If the commxmlty had many young married couples, was 
rtiral, and had many of Its members in their middle forties. 
Prom now on these characteristics will be referred to as 
Assxunptlon A. If utility Is assxuned to be associated with 
these characteristics, then the community's total utility 
function under Assumption A might bo: Us "^2* 
• • • Xq), where equals the total disposable private 
Income, X2 equals total government expenditures for community 
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goods and services, and X3 plus Xj[|^ through Xq equal all other 
variables such as the size of and growth of population, etc. 
In like manner. If the latter characteristics were assumed, 
the equation would becomet U* » X*2* X*|^, • • • 
X»jj) and X*2» through X'j^, would represent the 
saine variables, but for the particular characteristics, many 
yoxing married folks, rural community, etc* These characteris­
tics will be called Assusqptlon B* 
In the case of the first equation. It Is assumed that the 
variable Xi a Xi(Y, T) where Y equals the community's gx^ss 
Income, and T equals the tax bill, for the total community* 
In the second equation the variables remain the same but the 
equation becomes: X*^ ^  X*i(7, T)« In addition it is assumed 
in the instance of the first set of assuoed conditions that 
X2 s X2 (S, Sq) where S represents all the expenditures upon 
the school lunch program, and SQ represents all other govern­
mental expenditures* In the instance of the second group of 
assumed characteristics, the equation becomes X'2 X'2 (S*, 
S'n)-
Ibiforttinately no intercommunity con^>arisons may be made, 
but it is possible to establish for the single community the 
situation for two polar sets of assun^tions such as we have 
established* Die inter-community coaparisons are ziot possible 
because to date there haven't been any speoifio utility 
Ik 
xinlts^ proposed, which have gained universal acceptance. 
Nevertheless, In the case of the single coitmiunlty. If homogen­
eous units of utility and homogeneous units of some Input fac­
tor ouch as money are assumed, hypothetical curves representing 
the total utility curves resulting from the additional Input 
of the money units may be depicted. However, the comparisons 
for the commxjnlty must be In terms of "more than" or "less 
than" rather thnn In terms of quantitative \mlts such as 
dollars. 
In Figure 11 curve A represents the conimunlty's total 
utility curve when the first set of assumptions are held.2 
Since the tax program Is considered to be one which collects 
at the source, as does the current Federal Income Tax, the 
term withheld will be adopted rather than such a term as taken 
away.3 
In the case of the first set of assmptlons the community's 
^However, Prof. Lange has demonstrated the determlnate-
ness of the utility function In the particular clrcuuistance 
when It Is possible to establish equivalence of change between 
levels of utility, such as between c\irves I and II, and like­
wise, III and IV. Lange, Oscar. The Determlnateness of the 
Utility Function. The Review of Economic Studies 1:222. 1933* 
p 
It must be added that this analysis Is valid only for a 
static situation. If dynamics are assumed, the graphs are not 
valid, as the assumed curve may. In fact probably will, tend 
to change Its position If not Its form, over time. 
3lf persons were to receive their Incomes In total, and 
then have to pay back to the government the same tax amount^ 
the curve would probably be different than the assumed cuj?ve 
for a source collection tax program. 
i 
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B^qpendltures 
total utility ous*ve In Figure 11 la curve A* If the groaa In-
coine of the cozomunlty la and the tax bill which Is 
collected at sotirce la equal to X2^-X2» then 0-X2 becomes the 
coimnunlty*8 net, or disposable Income. With the disposable 
Income Xg the community*8 total utility Is of the relative 
magnitude Xg'Fg * However, If the community had not been taxed 
at all» the total utility from the gross Incone would have been 
equal to X^-Fj^. The difference, A shows the amount of 
utility withheld from the commuzilty because of the tax program* 
In like manner. If assumption B Is considered, depicted by the 
curve B, and with the same levels of Income (Input units) and 
same tax bill, the amount of utility withheld by the program 
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under these conditions Is represented by the relative magnitude 
This* however, does not give a corgjlete plct\ire» The 
community will receive utility from the amount of the tax 
money spent upon the school lunch program. Figure 12 gives the 
partial total utility curve which shows the amount of utility 
that the community receives from expenditures of tax money on 
the school lunch program. It Is assumed that half of the tax 
money Is spent upon the program, (X2-X3^)/2, or 0»-t, In 
Figure 12. 
Curve A* represents the total utility curve of the 
community with the first set of assumptions, and cuznre B* 
represents the same community with the second set of assump­
tions. In the case of asstimptlons Tinder A, the utility derived 
by the community from government's expenditures upon the 
lunch program Is shown by the magnitude 4 and that for the 
B assunptlons by A Y*2» Since both diagrams assumed the same 
homogeneous units of Input and output, the relative magnitudes 
of A and A Y'l may be oos^ared, and likewise those of ^  Y2 
and A Y*2« From this It becomes evident that If the community 
has the characteristics of A, It Is possible that the lunch 
program may not yield the comcnmlty as much utility as It 
night achieve if the oommunlty*s tax payers were permitted to 
spend all their money privately, while In the case of the 
assumed characteristics B, the community increased its fund of 
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utility by being taxed for the lunch program. 
The popular support of the present program suggests that 
the charaeterlstiosf or similar ones* assumed for B ere more 
representative of the country than the characteristics assuiaed 
for A* However, the significant point is that the pro(5raiii may 
actually yield a gain, and does not necessarily mean a loss to 
the comiEunity initiating or conducting a school lunch program 
from general tax funds. 
In this chapter it has been shown that the school Ixinoh 
program may not actually assist in the achievement of securing 
the objective of a better allocation of re8o;arces, either be­
tween Industry and agriculture, or between regional areas 
within agriculture itself. The cafeteria service technique, 
under certain rigorously controlled conditions, la able to 
assist more surely in achlsvlng the objective of necurlng 12ie 
adoption of adequate food patterns by students, than Is the 
plate service technique. Utilization of this technique also 
assures the stvident of reaching a higher utility position than 
does the plate service. Tax programs which support the Ixinch 
program do not necessarily result In a loss In the utility 
position of the community, and In fact may result in a gain. 
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A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OP IOWA SCHOOL LUNCH SUPPORT FOR CERTAIN 
COMMODITIES 
In the preceding chapters several welfare and consviEiptlon 
aspects of the lunch program were examined with the assistance 
of selected theoretical models and tools, and the foundations 
for a quantitative analysis of the Iowa progrsixi were con­
structed, In the present chapter, and those to follow, 
appropriate statistical techniques will be applied to the Iowa 
data, in light of the preceding theoretical examination. 
Evidence presented in the first chapter showed that al­
though congressional cosmiittee members considered the welfare 
and consumption aspects of the School iamch Program subordinate 
to the market support objective, others enqphasized the need fop 
supplementing the deficiencies existing In the average dietary 
pattern. Consequently it is appropriate to examine the Iowa 
program's contribution both toward market support and dietary 
supplementation in order to determine the relative compatibility 
of these two possible functions of the program. 
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Itethodology 
The market support analysis was made by comparing the 
amounts purchased by schools with those bought by homes for 
serving the same number of Itmohes. The oompatibility of 
market support and dietary deficiency supplementation was 
examined by comparing the positive and negative support of 
food groups* given by the lunch program, with the contemporary 
Iowa dietary pattern. For instance* if the school support was 
positive for the food group* leafy green and yellow vegetables* 
dietary supplementation and market support objectives would 
have been accomplished simultaneously. However* if the school 
support had been negative for this group* neither supplementa­
tion* nor market support would have been achieved. Positive 
support for food groups not deficient in the Iowa diet would 
have secTired market support* but not supplementation. 
For choosing the state sas^le* the school population was 
divided into major cell groups according to three characteris­
tics: size of town* village or city where the school was 
located, type of school, and type of program. 1 For the purpose 
of estimating the purchases by Iowa schools* records were se­
cured from the full lunoh schools which are classified in Table 
!»-. 
^The IowaState College School Lunch Committee developed 
this sample in consultation with Dr. Jessen of the Statistical 
Laboratory. 
i 
I 
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Table l|. 
Sanqple of Iowa Schools with Pull Lunoh Programs by Category 
School Town School !I^e Population Group 
MbKlnley 
Roosevelt 
Iowa City 
Perry 
Oak Street 
Cedar Rapids 
Des Moines 
Iowa City 
Perry 
Burlington 
Richardson Fort Madison 
Phillips Des Moines 
Willard Des Moines 
Slater Slater 
Farnhawille Farnhaimrille 
High School 
High School 
High School 
High School 
Junior High School 
Elementary 
Elementary 
Elementary 
Consolidated 
Consolidated 
50,000 and over 
50*000 and over 
1 to |i.9,999 
1 to k9,999 
1 to k9,999 
1 to if9,999 
50*000 and over 
50*000 and over 
1 to L9,999 
1 to ij.9,999 
The records of the schools* purchases were available for 
the school years 19l|.6-19lt.8 inclusive. Ohe data available were: 
niimber of meals served* quantities of food pitrchased* and the 
prices paid for the food* In the following regressioxis the 
dependent variable was the quantity of each food purchased* 
while the independent variables were the prices paid for the 
foods* and the niainbe^ of meals served* These variables corres­
pond to those developed in the theoretical discussion of 
Chapter II* In this chapter the following operational 
equations were sxiggested: 
D^^ =• f^ (Pit» (These equations represented 
schools with pl&te lunch 
Dlt * 'l (St) service.) 
For commodities (2)* (3)* (!(.) to and through (n) substi­
tute their subscripts (2), (3)* (Ij.)* etc.* for the subscript 
(1) in the equations for both types of service. 
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« fn (Pn-f Sj.)^ (These equations represented 
schools with a la oarte 
D»l^ 58 (St' service.) 
added to ©quailed the quimtlty of demanded by all 
the state, F;|^|. represented the prices paid for the commodity, 
and symbolized the number of Itmches seized. Because the 
e8t;ljiiawe8 ii«ud for the state were the summation of the amounts 
which were purchased by the schools, regardless of their type 
of service, the equation became * Ql <^1 (1^6-1^.8)» 
butter,3  celery,3  and po\xltry,3  but ® 
% other commodltles.4 The 8ln5)ler equa­
tion was adopted for all but the three commodities listed be­
cause these were the only ones for which the variable, price 
for the commodity, 19i|.6-19i4.8, had a statistically significant 
coefficient of regression. 
Certain commodities were excluded from the study, either 
because the available records were too fragmentary, or because 
^For coniDo'dltles (2), (3), (1|.) "to and through (n) substi­
tute their subscripts (2), (3), (li), etc*, for the subscript (1) 
In the equations for both types of service* 
^In like manner D2t added to D*2t give the total of 
commodity (2) for the entire state* 
^The equation for celery would become: Q2(lij6-li.6) ^  ^  
®(1^6-1^8))» wJail* poultry woiad bei 43(1^.6-11.8) « Q3 
^^e equations for all other commodities would become, 
coiTOcJlty by oonmiodltyi %(1.6.1.8) - <%. <S(k6.1,8))» %f!.6-li.8) " 
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they were not adaptable to this particular study. Dried 
beans« canned citrus Juices* and honey were an exait^>le of tiie 
former. Ctovernment piirehasoa of canned cltxnxa Juices and 
honey have been of a relatively large icagnltudo for the nation 
as a whole* However* the exact support given by Iowa schools 
iray net bo ejtlirated because the data for 19l|.6-19l{-7 are not 
available, and the data for 19i}.7-19l<.9 are not available upon a 
school by school basis. Because of this lack of Information, 
and because, by necessity, government purchase is Irregular 
and inay not be accurately predicted, no attes^ts have been 
inade to fonnulate estimation equations for these particular 
products. The home records showed that few purchases of these 
special products had been made for lunch piu^poses, and hence, 
it appears that the best indication of the present magnitude 
of support Is the 1914.8-19^1-9 report of Federal purchase distri­
butions in Iowa, presented in Table 5* 
No estimation equations were formulated for canned fruits 
because the records of some schools were not adaptable to this 
particular study. These schools had carried foirward an 
exceptionally large canned fruit inventory from 19i|.7 into I9I4.8 
and the schools' records did not indicate vdiat amounts were 
purchased in the latter years, and what quantities were 
inventory transfers. 
The correlations for those regressions, which were calcu­
lated, ranged from *37 to •97* Ibioontrollable factors prevented 
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Table $ 
Federal Purchase and Distributions^ In Iowa 19it-8'>19l4-9 
Food Tbilt Asiount 
Bread Spreads 
Honey 
Fecoiut Butter 
Canned nrults 
Apple Sauce 
Orange Juice 
Frxmea 
Canned Vegetables 
Toxoatoes 
Toxnato Paste 
Dairy and Poultry Products 
Cheddar Cheese 
Dried Ee/cs 
Non-fat Milk Solids 
Dried Fruits 
Apples 
Apricots 
Pigs 
Peaches 
Prunes 
Raisins 
Pounds 
Pounds 
80,000 
58,275 
Pounds 
Gallons 
Pounds 
152.292 
96,758<H^ 
36,000 
Pounds 
Poomds 
501j.,330 
107,325 
Pounds 
Po\mds 
Pounds 
262,500 
98,800 
108,000 
Pounds 
Pounds 
Pounds 
Pounds 
Pounds 
Potmds 
1{5«000 
23,000 
1).6,000 
92,000 
276,000 
183,000 
''^Bangs, C. W» Director of the Iowa School Lunch Program, 
Dept. of Public Instruction. Des Moines, Iowa. Correspondence. 
Sept. 19^4-9 • 
''^'"These figta>es include citrus concentrate in terns of 
fresh equivalent. 
8l|. 
perfect correlations even in the case of such products as lard 
and milk. Kie Roosevelt High School kept records of the number 
of sales icade in the cafeteria* but the number of sales and 
the number of lunches were not an identity because the sales 
included a la carte purchases of ice cream bars* In addition, 
the figures for the aiooimts of products such as milk and 
shortening, other than butter, included amotmts purchased for 
cooking as well as for direct consumption. As cookery 
practices differ with each individual oook« the total amoimts 
used by each school varied disproportionately. 
In tho case of all commodities the institutional manage* 
ment presentation pattern followed appeared to be ic^ortant. 
Every commodity which was served at least three times a week 
had a coefficient of cozn^elation of at least *90, but when the 
presentation was less frequent the coefficient of correlation 
was markedly below this level 
Furohase Estimates for a Program Operating at Capacity 
The base number of meals adopted for making the estimates 
was 82,800,000* This number of meals for an average school 
T 
Bread was a special instance which deserves additional 
comment. Many schools not only failed to serve bread three 
times a week, but two sohools used bun and roll substitutes 
which could not be adequately included in the study. Thus, 
the bread figures are biased downward to this extent. 
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year was derived in the following n^anner. In 19lj.6-19l|.7^ there 
was an enrollment of i|59»131 in the Iowa schools. Allowance 
was Eiade for some grov/th and the convenient but realistic 
figvire of J|60,000 was adopted as an approximation for Iowa 
school attendance* 
The legal session of l8o days was adopted, and the 
product of this figure and the assumed attendance of l|.60»000 
furnished the estimate of 82,800,000 for the school year# 
Thus, the figures presented in Table 6 give the estimated 
purchases^ for the total Iowa school population, for any year 
approximating either 19l].6-19i]-7» oi* 19^1-7-19ij-8, with the 
assumption that all Iowa schools have adopted a full lunch 
program. 
Estimates for an Equivalent Home Lunch Program 
In order to estimate the quantities of food v/hich wotild 
have been purchased if these lunches had been prepared at home. 
Instead of at school, a sao^le of student dietaries was taken 
at the following Imch and no Imch schools. Within each of 
these schools a random sasqple of students was taken. In schools 
The figures for 19i{-6-19l|.7 were the most recent figures 
available• 
Bangs, C. W., Director of the Iowa School Lunch Program, 
Dept. of Public Instruction. Des Koines, Iowa. Corres­
pondence. August, 19^1-9 • 
2 The individual commodity eq\iations used for estimation 
purposes are presented in the appendix, page 135* 
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Table 6 
The Total Amount Purchased During a School Year by Iowa Schools* 
The Standard Error of Estimate» and The Coefficient of 
Correlation 
Food Amount 
Purchased 
Standard Coefficient 
Error of 
Correlation 
pounds 
Canned Vegetables 
Com 
Green Beans 
Peas 
Fl^esh Rnxits and Vegetables 
Apples 
Baxxanas 
Cabbage 
Carrots 
Celery 
Lettuce 
Oxiions 
Potatoes 
Ifeats 
Beef 
Pork 
Poxiltry 
Miscellaneous Coomodities 
Bread 
Butter 
Eggs 
Flour 
Idlk 
Shortening 
789.952 
1.897,318 
1,11.21,319 
1,28^,900 
216,72t 
1,220,351 
9»361,778 
3»2ii.7,290 
272,567 
8,098,700 
3,116,777 & 
2, 
135.933 
1,259#000 
^•&23.327« 
875.887 
^7 
615 
31^5 
I.26I1. 
337 
312 
3.5.911. 
190 
il? 
3.20l|. 
620 
191^ 
271 
1.021 
m 
l»29l^ 
1.721* 
98 
.67 i 
.89 
.68 
•86 
•91 
.38 
•9k 
•97 
«Oallon8• 
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Table 7 
Saople of Consolidated, Independent Lunch and No Lunch Schools, 
Grades 1-12, Population Group l-i|.9,999 
Attica Meservey 
Corwlth Napier 
Cumberland New Han^ton* 
Fredericksburg^!- Runnels 
Garfield-Webb Viola 
Humestontt West Branch 
Macedonia Williams* 
McGregor* 
•ttNo lunch schools# 
with an enrollment of over 200 students, a 10 per cent sanple 
was taken, while in schools of ?00 students or less, 20 members 
of the student body were chosen. A week's con^lete dietary 
was recorded, including the three /neals eaten each day as well 
as snacks consumed between meals. 
For that portion of the saiJ5)le derived from students 
attending schools which served noon lunches, only home prepared 
Ituiches were included and most of these were lunches eaten during 
vacations and i^on week ends* The Department of Foods and 
Nutrition compared the home prepared lixaches of both student 
groups and no important vcariations of meal pattems were dis­
covered which would differentiate the home prepared lunches of 
the school lunch communities from the home prepared lunches of 
the non-school lunch communities# In addition the lunch dietaries 
of both groups agreed with the findings of previous studies,^ 
^Epprlght, E. E. and others. Report on Gilbert and Other 
Studies. Op. clt. pp. 1}., and 13* 
^U. S. Department of Agriculture. Family Pcfcd Consvunptlon 
and Dietary Levels. Op. clt. 
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Hence, the total nmiber of ho!:e prepared lunches observed in­
cludes the observntions of hoine prepared lunches for both groups. 
These records were in terms of the number of servings of 
food taken by the sanqple menibers during the Eieal. The term 
"serving" applied to a designated unit of food taken during 
the meal. Thus, a slice of bread was considered to be a 
serving of bread, and a glass of milk, a serving of xailk, etc. 
The total number of servings and lunches were tabulated, and 
the following technique was adopted to inflate these observa­
tions to represent 82,0OO,OOO ii;eals. This was done in order 
that they might be compared with the same number of school 
lunches. TJie total l,3l]-3 lunches, in the sample, became the 
denominator and the number of servings of each food during 
these meals became the nvunerator. Hence, in the case of milk 
618/1,3i|-3 (82,800,000) gave the total number of servings of 
milk which might be expected during this nxmber of lunches. 
Since the servings of milk were in lialf pint vinits, this 
figtire divided by 16 gave the amount of milk consijraed in terms 
of gallons. The identical procedure was followed for each of 
the foods under observation. In the case of non-liquid foods 
the total number of servings was multiplied by the appropriate 
gram weight per serving.^ !13ius. In the case of beef, the 
total number of servings, multiplied by 70 grams per serving, 
gave the total meat purchases in terms of grams. Conversion 
1 The gram weights per serving were furnished by the 
Department of Foods and Nutrition. 
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of gram figures Into pounds provided figures In familiar units* 
Table 8 presents quantities of food which would have been pur­
chased If 82,800^000 lunches had been prepared at home. These 
Table 8 
Ihe Total Food Purchases for 62»800a000 Lunches When Eaten at 
Home 
Food Total Pxirchases 
pounas 
Canned Vegetables 
Com 
Green Beans 
Feas 
Flresh FSnxlts and Vegetables 
I.65I1..836 Apples 
Bananas 
Cabbage 
Carrots 
Celery 
Lettuce 
Onions 
Potatoes 
lieats 
Beef 
Pork 
Poultry 
lUscellaneous 
Eggs 
Flour 
Ullk 
Bread 
Shortening 
Butter 
5.719.530 
785.971). 
687.302 
702.739 
2.^.7alv» 
IA6 .3l(.9 
nOallons 
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figures were apra'oprlately inflated by conversion factors^ to 
represent market equivalents« so that the figures for home and 
imrket purohases were on a ooicparable base* 
Support Estixnates for Actual Program and 
Possible Capacity Operation 
Hlfhen the results of Tables 6 and 8 were subtracted the 
net market support given by the Iowa School Lunch Program at 
its fullest potential was obtained. This support was clearly 
positive when the schools* purchases were greater than the 
corresponding home purchases, and negative when the home pur­
chases exceeded those of the schools* Table 9 presents the 
net support figures in two forms* the total support for the 
82»800»000 lunches 9 and the amount of net support on a per 
meal basis. These per meal figures offer a means by which an 
estimation may be made for any number of meala that mi^t be 
considered* The general equation developed for estimation is: 
TJ. S* Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics. 
Tables of Pood Conqposition in Terms of Eleven Nutrients. U. S. 
Department of Agricultiire Misc. Pub. No. 572. Wash. Govt. 
Print. Off. 
or (02)* (Q3)» otc., represent the commodities (1)» 
(2) or (3) at any given time^ while "ai", "ag"# "a^" 
synibolise the constant net support per meal, positive or 
negative, in ounces or half pints as given by Table 9* 
represents the nuxtiber of meals assumed for the period under 
consideration* The denominator l6 of "ai", "ag"* "a^" 
is included because a comparison in pounds or gallons is easier 
than in ounces or half pints for any large nmtiber of meals. 
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Table 9 
Total Potential Market Support, and Per Meal Market Support of 
the loY/a School lunch Program 
Food Market Support 
?er Meal ^ 
Positive Negative 
Per Year 
Positive Negative 
pounds 
55.020 
1,300,102 
fe#007 
ounces 
Canned Vegetables 
Com 
Green Beans 
Peas 
•0106319 
.2512870 
.087924.0 
Ft'esh Fk>uits and Vegetables 
Apples 
Bananas 
Cabbage .06614.932 
Carrots 1.11.829260 
Celery .01214.670 
Lettuce 
Onions .0258120 
Potatoes 1.092914.50 
Itoats 
Beef 
Pork 
Poultry .111^6214.0 
Miscellaneous Coxmnodities 
Bread 
Butter 
Bfego 
Ploup .10714.890 
Milk •l4.332320« 
Shortening .0030030 
.O71678I4. 
.22686314. 
.1561690 
•1506220 
.5050750 
.6I4.05860 
a 
3a,102 
7,574,l51f 
3,169,520 
133,577 
5,655,996 
593,182 
556,^ 1 
2,182,613#* 
1^29,538 
370,936 
1,174,018 
808,175 
779,1|65 
2,613,762 
3,315,0141 
171,518 
551,369 
«B l^f pints 
««aallons 
Tftble 9 presented the total potential support for certain 
ooHmodities under the assiwqptions that all Iowa schools, and 
their students participated in the full lunch program, and 
that the average school year adopted by all schools was I80 
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days. Althovigh those iiiaxiinuin flcures are of Interest it is 
ic^jortant to comparo thoso potentials with the actual support 
given dxiring the past two school years. These figures, pre­
sented in Table 10, were obtained by applying the estimation 
equrtion, presented above, to the total number of nieals^ 
served* 
A comparison of the actual with the total possible support 
reveals the slow development of the lovfa "full lunch" program. 
The existing program operates at only 1? per cent of its 
posaiblo potential, even though the Federal Oovornment has 
intensively encouraged the adoption of the "full lunch" 
program for over a decade and a half. 
Possible Compatability of the Support and 
Supplementation Objectives 
An examination of the program's actual support shows that 
the current Iowa "full lunch" program^ does not support certain 
commodities such as beef and pork. However, this does not 
necessarily imply that the students» total consumption of 
these items has been diminished because of their participation 
in the school lunch program. The Department of Nutrition in 
their examination of student total dietaries foixnd that the 
protein intake was approximately equivalent for both the home 
prepared and school prepared lunch groups. This suggests that 
^Bangs, C. W. Loc. cit. Sept., 19ii.9« 
If the same purchase pattern is continued this will apply 
to the future operation of the program also* 
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student afternoon snacks Include svifflolent protein to conipen-
sate for the school patrons• diminished meat consumption. Dhtll 
it Is determined whether or not this protein comjiensation is 
obtained primarily in the form of meat, cheese, peanut butter, 
or milk, no conclusions may be drawn concerning the school 
lunch program*s effect upon total meat consiunptlon. 
Table 10 
Iowa School Pull Lunch Support for Certain Coxcmodltles 
Pood 101^7 - 19i|.8 "" lQh.8 - IQkQ 
Positive Negative Positive Negative 
pounds pounds 
Canned Vegetables 
Corn 9»^l3 
Green Beans 199»y4-o 227*913 
Peas 69,^5 79,ih-b 
R?esh Fruit and Vegetables 
Apples 56,8Q7 65.011 
Bananas 180,0d1 205,761 
Cabbage 52,77^ 6o,308 
Carrots 1,176,998 l,3Wl-,989 
Celery i|.86,llli. 55^^97 , 
Lettuce 123,951 Dp-#6lf3 
Onions 20,487 23,ll.ll 
Potatoes 867,!!.69 991.282 
lieats 
Beef 119#5lf-8 136,611 
Pork i}.00,877 1^58,0914. 
poultry 90,977 103.962 
Miscellaneous Coxnmoditles 
Bread 508,lj.3l4. 581,002 
Butter 26,306 30,061 
Eggs 8I}.,565 , 96.63lf 
Plour 85,31^ 97.I19I 
Mllktt 3^3,8^ 392,93l<-
Shortenlng 65,879 75,282 
'N-Oallons 
9k-
Nevertheless the data Indicate that the school lunch 
program does contribute toward achieving a more adequate 
student participant dietary pattern, because it supplements 
the consumption of leafy green and yellow vegetables^, a food 
group notably deficient in the customary Iowa diet, and which 
does not serve as a source of "snack iteius." 
This comparison indicates that although the program 
partially attains the objective of dietary supplementation, it 
does not inherently guarantee the market support of all 
commodities. These results suggest that the market support 
and dietary supplementation objectives are fully coirpatible 
only when the lunch program gives positive support to all 
items deficient in the customary dietary pattern, as well as 
to items not actually deficient. It appears unlikely that the 
program will ever approximate this situation for a continuous 
period of time. Prom the viewpoint of Investment In the 
human resource, the objective of dietary supplementation 
appears to merit priority over the goal of market support, 
whenever both objectives can not be acconqplished. 
In the chapter concerning the appraisal of the school 
lunch progreum it was shown that if the school lunch program 
gave continued support to any surplus commodity, it might con­
tribute toward the maintenance of a mlsallooatlon of resources. 
Lettuce was the one exception. 
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both between industry and agriculture, and within agriculture 
Itself. Thus, the positive support now given potatoes by the 
program could encourage the continuance of such a mlsallocatlon. 
However, on the contrary, whenever the program supports the 
purchase of commodities both deficient In the normal dietary, 
and moderate In market supply,^ It can actively encoiirage an 
In^rovement of resource allocation within agriculture. 
Although the magnitude of the present Iowa program is not 
as great as many may have assuriOd, It still has contributed 
toward the Improvement of student dietary patterns, and its 
potential remains even greater. 
^This occxjrs in the normal operation of the program 
whenever the schools piirchase particular vegetables in amounts 
which result in positive support. It does not require the 
special pxjrchase by the Federal Government for surplus removal 
distribution for the program to affect resource allocation. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OP PRICE AS ONE DETI'IRMTNAOT 
CP STUDEHT POOD SELECTION 
The Indifference curve analysis presented In the chapter 
concerning an appraisal of the School Lunch Program Indicated 
th' t within certain limits the price mechanism might be used 
to direct student food choices among several food alternatives. 
This chapter presents evidence which indicates the possible 
potentiality of the price mechanism when it is used for such a 
purpose. This evidence was secured from two field studies, 
one conducted in Des Moines^ in the fall quarter of 19l+-8» and 
one In Marshalltown^ during the fall quarter of 19i|-9* 
Ifethodology of The Des L'^oines Study 
The design of the Des Moines experiment is presented In 
the technical appendix, page I36. The fundamental idea of this 
experimental design was the establishment of a control period 
within which the customary m.enus and prices would prevail, and 
an experimental period within which the only change wovild be 
T 
Roosevelt and Lincoln High School. 
2 Marshalltown High School. 
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the price fluctuation of one food Item within each food 
category. 
The Des Moines school adsdnlstrators requested that a 
saitqple of two schools be studied rather than an entire 
population of one school* Thus« In each school, four classes 
from all of the fourth period classes were selected at random. 
The total sample consisted of approxli-ately fifteen per cent^ 
of the population for both schools. Each day the students of 
the sample classes recorded their food choices for lunch upon 
cards which their teachers gave them. They also recorded the 
source of their limch as being: school, home, elsewhere, or a 
coiriblnatlon of all three. Upon the last day of the experiment 
additional Information was obtained concerning the amounts of 
money available, per week, for spending purposes. 
At the time when the cards were first distributed a brief 
presentation was given telling why the information was needed. 
This discussion was made in terms of the comparison of past 
and present consimptlon patterns, and no mention of the forth­
coming price fluctuations was mede. As the students had no 
opportunity to question the Investigators during the project's 
observation period, questions were anticipated upon the last 
day when such an opporttuilty was available to both students 
and teachers. However, no questions were asked and conversations 
239 students. 
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with the teachers indicated that even they had not made any 
connection between the presence of the investigators and the 
price fluctuations* 
Ihe control period presented each patron with three 
altern a t i ves J (1) a plate lunch (with or without ciilk), (2) a 
la carte* (3) a conbination of plate lunch plus "k la carte. 
Table 11 presents the relative cost of each. The ^ la carte 
Table 11 
A Coaqparison of Meal Cost by Equivalent Lunch Opportunities* 
TTPe Uilk 
With Without 
Plate 30 26 
la carte 37 31 
Coclblnation 38 32 
a xneat dish was not upon the inenu, three cents were 
subtracted from these figures* If a dessert was added these 
figures were increased as follows: pie, twelve cents; cake« 
ten cents; custard, ei£^t cents; ice cream, five or ten cents* 
price estimate is for the sane number of items as the plate 
lunch, including the meat dish given on the plate lunch, but 
substitutes a cooked vegetable for a vegetable or a vegetable 
equivalent of the plate Itmch* The plate Itinch plus ^  la 
carte indicates the cost of the plate lunch plus one cooked 
vegetable "la la carte* 
During the experimental period the price of one vegetable, 
one dessert, and one salad was fluctuated daily* If the 
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patron bought the plate lunoh» it night be secured for twenty 
seven cents with inllki twenty three cents without milk, pro­
viding that the patron substituted the vegetable whose price 
was dropped from the customary eight cents to five cents* 
The experimental design presented In the appendix shows 
that It was so constructed that the plate lunches* as well as 
the a la carte Items, served during the control period would 
be replicated during the experimental period. Uhfortunately 
because of a mutual misunderstanding between the dietitian and 
the Investigator, each patron actually was offered a choice of 
one of three cooked vegetables Instead of the apple, lettuce, 
celery, or egg salads originally planned and served during the 
contx>ol period as the vegetable upon the plate lunch* This 
meant that the patron had three vegetable choices on the plate 
lunch during the experimental period, either one of two cooked 
vegetables, without a drop In the price of the plate lunch, or 
one with a drop In price* The data showed that cooked vege­
tables were more popular than salads because plate lunch con­
sumption Increased by forty-seven patrons during the experi­
mental period, while the 'k la carte customers dropped by the 
same nuidaer* There was no other change to esqplain this shift 
besides the price drop of the one cooked vegetable* Hence, 
because in the case of the plate lunch two variables were 
changed instead of one^* no valid analysis could be made so 
^The price of one vegetable was lowered, and the plate 
l\moh patron was given greater freedom of choice as there were 
now three alternatives instead of two* 
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long aa the plate lunoh observations were Inoluded in the 
saiople* Hovever» when the plate lunoh data were excluded it 
became possible to imke a valid conparison of the control and 
experimental resiilts for the la carte patrons. In the case 
of white oake it was possible to include the entire saiqple be­
cause cake was ^  la carte* and had no connection with the 
plate lunch* 
The chi-square analysis was adopted to determine whether 
or not the fluotuations in the nuinbers between the control and 
the experimental periods was due to random fluctuations. The 
ohi-squAre for beets was not significant. However* white cake 
was discovered to be significant at the five per cent level. 
These results indicated that the change in quantity taken may 
be due to some cause other than ohance approximately 95 times 
out of 100, for white cake. Further investigation revealed 
that in the case of beets the difference in the amoimt taken 
might be ascribed to some oause other than chance about 90 
times out of 100. In the present case only one variable was 
changed so that it appears that the price change may be 
associated with the change in the quantities taken. 
Two other desserts and two salads were also tested in the 
same maimer* In the case of chocolate cake and cherry pie 
there was a fluctuation in quantity of about 10 per cent* but 
this magnitude of fluctuation apparency oould be associated 
with chance as these did not have significeuit chi-squares even 
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at the 10 per cent level. In the oaae of the salads no tests 
were executed because of the fragmentary nature of the data* 
In spite of repeated requests on the part of the investigators 
the students frequently reported the salads chosen In such a 
manner as to make their Identity uncertain. Hence^ the data 
on the salads were a complete loss. 
Observations Resulting Prom the Study 
In the case of white cake it was possible to calculate 
the elasticity of demand. The elasticity of deznand revealed 
what per cent change in quantity might be anticipated with a 
one per cent cheinge in price* all other variables being held 
constant. When the demand function for a commodity is known 
the elasticity of dexnand at any point may be determined by 
utilising the following aquation: 
-M- a P/D • -i . 
The least squares equation which best fitted the cake observa­
tions was: D =* 57*16 - Ii.*383 P • 
Table 12 presents Ite elasticities of demand for the 
qtiantities which are estimated will be taken at 8« 9 ^0 
cents. The quantities are expressed in terms of the per cent 
of the sanqple^ which would choose white cake at these 
^Since the* population is assumed to be normally distributed 
this same percentage approximates the per cent of the population 
which would take the ceUce at these pzdces. 
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respective prices# 
Table 12 
Elasticities of Deniand for White Cake at 8, 9 10 Gents 
Per cent of sasqple Price in cents Elasticity of 
taking white cake per serving deniand 
22.1 6 - 1,6 
17.7 9 - 2.2 
13.3 10 - 3.3 
Figure 13 presents the graph of this dexoand function, 
'fhe standard error of estimate was per cent. This is 
indicated by the tiro dashed lines, one on either side of the 
black least squares demand function. The coefficient of 
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Figure 13 
Des Uoines Schools' Demand Function for White Oake Fall 191^6 
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correlation was *9 and It was very significant. The regression 
coefficient was not significant. The probability was that 8 
times out of ICQ a t value as large would occur by chance. 
The Income data revealed some interesting factors. In 
the theoretical discussion the income consideration assumed 
that Income and all other variables but prices were held con­
stant for analytical purposes. In the empirical study this 
same assximption was made, at least for the period under obser­
vation. The data revealed that this assuxt^tlon was realistic. 
Student income was fo\md to come from two so\irces, allowances 
and Jobs. The first is characteristically slow to change, 
particularly in an upward direction, and the second was also 
discovered to have similar qualities of resistance to change 
which the allowances possessed. The Jobs consisted either of 
paper routes or construction work. The former had fixed re­
munerations per week, and the latter likewise had a fixed 
hourly rate. The number of hours available to the students 
for work was primarily a function of the school hours which 
allowed only week end, and after school hours for such activity. 
Hence, these students also had a fixed remuneration per week. 
In the Roosevelt High School the average allowance was 
^.06 per week^ while at Idncoln It was The standard 
^The standard error of the mean was 2lf cents. 
2 The standard error of the inean was 21 cents, 
lOl^ . 
difference between these XQeans vas tested to determine if the 
two sasples might have oome fron tto sane parent population. 
It was found that both probably did cone from tho sane 
allowanoe-reeeivlng student population. 
In the case of the students who worked for their ironey, 
the averas® weekly inooDie at Roosevelt was $12.66^, while at 
Lincoln it was $14*36The standard difference between these 
means was tested in the saine manner and here also it was 
found that the two sai^jles could have been drawn from the 
sane popxxlation. 
It was intoreatlng to discover that the only persons who 
chose beets during the study were persons from the allowance-
receiving population. This was not the case for white cake, 
but it became evident that if income was hlGh» the price 
lEeohanlsxn would be ineffective as a means for directing 
choices among vegetable alternatives. 
The Deo Moines study was designed to indicate the 
icQportanoe of the price mechanism as a choice determinant in 
the school cafeteria* The Information concerning vegetable 
selection was too fragmentary to make any generalizations• 
V/hile the information conoerning white cake suggested that the 
price mechanism could be used to curtail its sales* the nurcber 
' \ 
•*The standard error of the mean was 130 cents. 
The standard error of the mean was 8l cents. 
M V 
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of observations were too few to do xnore than Indloate the 
possible answer* and to suggest further research be conducted 
along similar lines. When thsse results are considered in 
view of the Marshalltown project it xsay become possible to 
make a more positive statement* 
Methodology of the Marshalltown Study 
In Uarshalltown an io^)roved design^ was adopted. This 
design had the advantage of simplicity^ and the disadvantage 
of some loss of generality. Two specific menus were used, and 
were presented according to the cafeteria's normal cycle of 
presentation. This avoided any possible bias which mig^t re­
sult from the presentation of the menus in an unusually short 
cycle. In addition the specific conclusions which were drawn 
were limited to these particular menu patterns because the 
vegetables which were encouraged were presented in the 
identical frame of reference each time. Because beets were 
offered only with peas and carrots, and the same meat item, 
the results are valid only for this particular combination. 
In Des Moines while beets appeared in oosgpetltlon with the 
same vegetables each time, there were different plate lunches 
each day of the control period which were repeated durizig the 
experimental period, so that any conclusions resulting from 
1 
"^See the appendix, p. 137. 
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such a design would be siore general than the results deterxnlned 
by the Marshalltown design* 
Each of the two menus chosen for the I&irshalltovm study 
was presented six distlnot times according to pre-arranged 
dates* During each presentation the prices of all items were 
held constant at the customary level, except for the price of 
one vegetable. Beets were the es^erimental vegetable upon 
Menu I, and string beans upon Menu II. Upon the first presen­
tation of each menu the experimental vegetable was sold at the 
usual price of $ cents. During the second presentation of 
each xTiOnuy each experimental vegetable had its price lowered 
to I4. cents, while upon the third presentation the price was 
dropped to 2 cents. The price level during the fourth pre­
sentation was the same as during the first, the fifth corres­
ponded to the second, and the sixth to the third. This pro­
cedure yielded six observations for each menu, two for each 
price. 
Observations Resulting from the Marshalltown Study 
Table 13 presents the estimated quantities of beets which 
would be sold respectively at k., 3 and 2 cents, and their 
corresponding point elasticities. The least squares demand 
function determined to give the best fit for the observed data 
was I D a 6.231 - *167 p. 
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Table 13 
Elasticities of Dexnand for Beets at 2, 3$ i{-* and $ Cents 
Per cent of sample Price In cents Elasticity of 
taking beets per serving demand 
5.89 2 
>0 0
 .
 
1 
5.73 3 - ,09 
5.56 k - .12 
5.39 $ - .16 
Figure ll|. presents the graph showing the fit of the 
curve to the data* The coefficient of correlation was .89 and 
was found to be very significant. The regression coefficient 
was not significant. The probability was that as large a t 
1 
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Figure llj. 
Marshall town High School Demand Curve for Beets, Fall 19l}.9 
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value would occur 9 times out of 100 by chance. The standard 
error of the estimate was fotind to be .23 of a per cent. The 
dashed lines Indicate the boundary of one standard deviation. 
Table ll|. presents the data concernlnfj string beans. 
Table ll|. 
Elasticities of Deioand for String Beans at 2, Ij.* and 5 Cents 
Per cent of san^le 
taking string beans 
Price In cents 
per serving 
Elasticity of 
demand 
16.6 2 - .21 
14.9 3 - .3k 
13.2 k — .51 
11.5 5 - .74 
The least squares equation for string beans was: 
D => 20.04 - 1.71^ 3 P 
The coefficient of correlation was .67« and It was not found 
to be significant. The regression coefficient was not signifi­
cant. The probability was that as large a t value would occur 
20 tines out of 100 by chance. The standard error of the 
estimate was 3*5 per cent. Figure 15 presents the least 
squares demand ciirve In graphic form. 
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Figure 1$ 
ISarshalltown High School Demand Curve for String Beana» Fall 
19l^9 
Discussion of Dee Uoines and Marshalltown Findings 
The results of this investigation indicate that the 
l^ice mechanism probably does not offer an effective means for 
increasing student cooked vegetable piirchases* The demand 
ftmction for beans suggests some possibility, but in view of 
the lack of the significance of the regression correlation co* 
efficients nothing definite may be predicted* The student 
market response to a doimward movement in the price level for 
cooked vegetable items does not appear of a sufficient magni­
tude to compensate for the administrative difficulties 
inherent in the execution of a proerain based upon the 
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FOPlnclple of price flexibility.^ It is obvious that the data 
are too fragmentary to support any final oonolualons« but the 
findings appear sxiffioiontly consistent to sviggest the type of 
answer which probably would be forthcoming from an extended 
period of observation, for this food group. 
It is interesting to note that the observations for oake 
yielded different x^sults. The elasticity of demand for oake 
was siifficient to indicate the effectiveness of the price 
meohanisin as a means of curtailing oake purchases* This sug­
gests that student dietaries znight be isproved indirectly by 
adopting a permanent policy of high prices for pastry desserts. 
This would curtail student purchases and would encourage the 
purchase of more appropriate foods. 
It is questionable if further investigation of demand 
functions for cooked vegetable items would bring back adequate 
returns for the invested resottrces. However» a future 
examination of salad items, and a further study of dessert 
items would appear to offer fruitful results. 
^One further point deserves elaboration in the case of 
string beans. The utilization of the demand and elasticity 
functions revealed that the point of unit elasticity for the 
bean demand ciirve fell at the price level of six oents. This 
suggests that if the price level for string beans were raised 
above six cents the pux^chases of beans might be markedly 
curtailed. 
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DISCUSSION 
During the past two decades public support of such 
nptionr-l welfare projects as the school Itinch program has in­
creased noticeably.^ The establishjnent of such i^rograir.s 
necessitates the developir.ent and ppplication of analytical 
tecliniques for appraising them. Therefore, it is appropriate 
to evaluate the methodology adopted in the present study in 
respect to its flexibility of application and possible sources 
of error. 
An Evaluation of the Investigation's Methodology 
The general methodology of constructing a model based 
upon economic theory is conmon and may be used to serve as a 
fotuidatlon for the examination of any program. However, the 
specific propositions used here to construct the theoreti'^al 
model, the variables included In the model, and the dietary 
patterns which were determined, apply particularly to the 
school Ivinch program, and perhaps with some alterations to 
^The food stamp plan which operated tintil 19^1-1 was most 
similar to the school lunch program. The rtiral electrification 
program exei-qplifies another type of national welfare project 
which also has gained public aooeptance. 
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such food subsidy programs as the forxner food staiop plan* 
However* this model would not be applicable for analyzing such 
a welfare program as rural eleotrlficationf both because rijral 
electrification projects operate in a non-con^etitive market 
which Is characterized by different variables# and because 
such a program*s objectives are different* 
The validity of the methodology is contingent upon 
several factors* It is coopletely valid only when the 
theoretical model is internally oonsistent* and when it in­
cludes the necessary and sufficient number of variables# while 
at the same time excluding all Irrelevant veo^lables* In 
addition to the possession of internal consistency, the model 
must be realistic if it is to be of practical use.^ For in­
stance# the model could be internally consistent and at the 
sane time be very tuirealistic • A perfectly consistent model 
representing a conqpetitlve industiry would not be realistic if 
it were applied to an oligopolistic situation* 
The estimations resulting from the use of a model fre­
quently offer a means of checking its validity and realism* 
The estimations become suspect^ if they fail to agree either 
^In the present study the quantitative findings of the 
Des Itoines and the Marshalltown experiments showed that the 
indifference pattern# assumed for the theoretical discussion 
of Chapter II# was more realistic for cake than it was for 
either beets or string beans* 
2 This of course applies also to the model# and the 
estimation equetions which form a part of it* 
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with oonoluslons which have resulted from the euplrioal obser­
vations of other workers^ or with coxntnonly accepted theoretical 
expectations* They also become open to question If repeated 
studies utilizing the same model fail to seoiire either 
identical or at least very similar results. 
In the case of the present study the author has been un­
able to discover any Internal inconsistencies in the model 
which was utilised. Althovigh no other frame of reference has 
been developed for establishing a body of generally acknowledged 
theoretical expectations for the school lunch program* the 
eatiii'^tes made upon the basis of the assumed model do agree 
with the ejgpectations of the program's state administrators* 
and Institution management personnel. Ho identical study has 
been made so that this means of checking the model*8 validity 
is not available at the present tine. However* other dietary 
studies^ confirm the results of the home lunch surveys. 
The use of the t test for statistical significance 
assured the exclusion of all irrelevant variables in the 
operational equations. Of course this gave no as8iu*ance that 
a significant variable might not have been omitted* and* in 
fact* the coefficients of correlation and determination 
1 
U. S. Bureau of Buman Nutrition and Borne Economics. Pood 
Consus^tion of Urban Families in the Ibilted States. Preliminary 
Report No. $m Wash.* Govt, l^int. Off.* 19ij-9* 
U* S. Department of Agriculture. Family Food Consusiption 
and Dietary Levels. Mis. Pub. Ho. it.05. Farm Series. Wash.* 
Govt. Print. Off.* 19lp>* 
suggested that such an omission xcay have ocourred in the oase 
of certain eoxmnodities* 
Fortunately the data indicated the variable which niost 
probably vfould explain much of the unexplained variance. All 
ooiunodities served at least: three tir:ies a week had coefficients 
of correlation of at least •9» whereas each coiranodity which 
appeared less frequently possessed a coefficient below this 
level. This relationship suggested that the variable, 
institutional inanagement presentation pattern^ might be 
associated with much of the unexplained variance. Furthermore* 
a theoretical consideration of the remaining non-quantitative 
variables failed to discover evidence which would indicate 
that either any one of them« or a oombination» might explain 
the remaining variance aa well as could the presentation 
pattern variable* 
Uhforttmately the data needed to express the presentation 
pattern variable will not become available for several years 
and until the variable may be statistically tested there will 
not be sufficient evidence available either to support the 
present hypothesis concerning its relative in^ortance* alter 
its present form* or reject it cciqpletely. In so far as the 
present model is concerned it may be shown that, for certain 
Director Bangs reported that in the past all school 
menus which are received by the State Office are destroyed 
after their examination. Thust it wouH take a period of two 
or three years to aootusolate a sufficient body of data to 
represent the presentation pattern variable in quantitative 
form. 
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coxumodltles such as apples and flour« the unexplained variance 
is sufficiently large to suggest that the present estimation 
equation is not complete for these particular items# This 
does not wean thnt the ostimation equation, and the model of 
which it is a party must be discarded, but it does r.ean that 
the existing deficiency must be recognised and the resulting 
estimations considered in view of the defect. 
The validity of the quantitative estimations depends not 
only upon the soundness of the mx»del, but upon the data them­
selves. The present study, and all similar studies, contain 
possible sources of error in the administrative practices which 
are followed In the handling of the pertinent records. In 
this instance many schools used a filing system which is hardly 
to be commended since it consisted of a box Into which all the 
sales slips were placed at random. Thus, the possibility of 
the loss of the data is evident. However, the relative magni­
tude of the purchases of the schools of approximately the same 
size, both with adeqtiate and inefficient systems, corresponded, 
and the amounts purchased were consistent from year to year. 
A more certain source of error lay in the illegibility of many 
sales slips. The cooks were always able to determine the 
relative magnitude of the purchases, but it remained question­
able whether or not the slips recorded 33 or 35 heads of 
lettuce, or bunches of carrots, etc. The author followed the 
practice of alternately choosing the higher and the lower 
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figure In order to reduce bias In any one direction. 
In a manner slodlar to the one described above, certain 
propositions were used to forisulate a body of theoretical 
expectations concerning the effectiveness of the price 
laechanlsxn as a iiieans of dlrectlnc studenr food choices. In 
the following Instance It was possible to use the riore 
rigorous technique of the controlled exi^erlinent to test the 
established theoretical hypotheses, Ihe use of the experl-
piental design technique is coEonon In most sciences, but it is 
limited In its appllontion In the social sciences. Diffi­
culties encountered in the rcalntenance of rigorous controls 
prlr^rily explain why this isethodology is used so infrequently 
in social science research. The author considered this 
technique applicable to the present study because the schools 
offered a ••human laboratory" where it appeared that the 
necessary controls could be ir^lntalned. Although the design 
and the execution of the experineiat appeared to be very 
siinple, complications were soon encountered. In Des Moines, 
as a result of a misunderstanding, one variable which was 
sTjpposed to be held constant, was changed, toid as & a^eault 
valuable data were lost. 
This problem of misconception deserves soirie elaboration. 
It is essential that the director of the cafeteria and the 
school principal completely understand the project and the 
methodology, but It is equally important that the other 
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persozmel be kept Ignorant of the primary objective, and the 
technique of analysis* This was necessary because cooks and 
kitchen assistants have the reputation of regularly gossiping 
with the students. School administrators agreed that. If the 
non-admlnistratlve employees were to know the basic objective 
of the study, and understand the methodology, they would pass 
this Information on to the students* Such an occurrence would 
introduce bias which would tend to negate the results of the 
observations* Iherefore, it became prerequisite to give suf­
ficient information to satiate the student and working 
persozmel*s curiosity without permitting them to know either 
the primary objective or the methodology* To accon^lish this 
end an article was published in the school paper* This article 
stressed the importance of recognizing consumption trends over 
time, but it neither mentioned price, nor discussed the 
xnethodology* 
This approach avoided many difficulties which a con^lete 
ignorance of purpose would have raised, but it failed to 
eliminate two problems* In all schools the cooks became very 
irritated because "left overs'* could not be used on the day 
when the "Ames man" was there* In Des Moines the problem was 
of greater magziitude than in llarshalltown because in this study 
twelve consecutive school days were utilized, whereas in 
llarshalltown the normal presentation pattern was used, and no 
ZDore than two observations occurred in any one school week* 
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Nevertheless, even there, this same difficulty was encoiuitered 
because the Monday "left overs" had to be kept xmtll Wednesday* 
The Irritation became very apparent. In spite of the fact that 
the school suffered no monetary loss, since it was subsidized 
for the loss of the "left overs"* In addition, the cooks in 
every school occasionally wished to introduce a new item* 
Thus, one day in Marshalltown the cook came to the author and 
said, "It seems just right to have some Jelly rolls today for 
a change, can I serve them?" The author refused permission as 
diplomatically as possible. 
Besides the difficulties encountered in the maintenance 
of adequate controls in the cafeteria, there were unforeseen 
market difficulties which likewise could have broken the con­
trols at crucial times. In Des lEoines it had been planned to 
have string beans as one of the vegetables. The first day 
upon which string beans were to appear the cooks notified the 
author that because of strikes at various canning plants there 
were no canned string beans available in the Des l/oines market. 
The resTilt was that squash was used throughout the entire 
experiment* However, such unforeseen incidents oovild wreck 
the best of designs* In Uarshalltown the design was saved be­
cause of the "connections" which the cafeteria director had 
with certain wholesale fruit dealers. Kie Guatemalan hurricane 
of the past month reduced the shipments of bananas to this 
country. As a result bananas became very scarce on the U. S* 
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markets. Because of the necessity of walntalnine the controlled 
menus, the author stressed the necessity of securing whatever 
bananas were available. The result was that the school cafe­
teria apparently purchased alinost all of the bananas allocated 
to Jlarshalltown by the wholesale merchants. 
The greatest possible soxirce of error, other than a 
relaxation of controls, uiay be fotind In sampling error. In 
Des Moines two sowces of sajr^jllng error were present. The 
schools * student bodies were sampled, and the nuiriber of school 
days In the year were seoi^led. In Marshalltown the magnitude 
of sampling error was reduced because the entire school 
population was observed* 
The use of the experlxoental design technique Is applicable 
to any situation in which controls can be maintained. However, 
in studies which include variables that are characteristically 
dynamic, it is rare that such controls can be maintained for 
extended periods. The difficulties encountered in this experi­
ment indicate that in order to conduct such a study over an 
indefinite period, it would become necessary to establish a 
laboratory cafeteria especially for purposes of observation. 
For exanqple, one cafeteria in a school might be r\m by college 
X>ersonnel with college funds. In such a laboratory the prices 
and the sienus oou3d be absolutely controlled, and data could 
be accumulated over time. In order to determine the oooqplete 
effectiveness of price as a choice directive mechanism various 
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prices for specific foods could be charged, and the relative 
effectiveness of rising as versus falling prices determined, 
etc. In addition various patterns, i.e., different menus, 
would need to be observed, 
A Problem for Future Investigation 
The consideration of market support Implications in light 
of possible nutritional education Inherent in the program 
crystallized one major problem which will merit further con­
sideration in the future. It was seen that the current home 
lunch dietary patterns differed noticeably from those 
encouraged by the school lunch program, which stressed an 
increased consumption of vegetables and milk. If students 
gradually accept the consumption patterns suggested both by 
l\jnch menus and nutritional education, the present allocation 
of reso\u>ce8 either */Ould change simultaneously with the 
alteration of food patterns, or else would become in need of 
adjustment. !Ihus, it would appear desirable to conduct a 
study at the end of the next decade in order to determine the 
changes, not only in the student dietaries of that period, but 
also of their parents, who are today's students. If the trend 
is discovered to have been toward the school suggested patterns. 
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a otudy considering resource allocation would beconie pertinent. 
The degree to which a shift in resource allocation would have 
occwred simultaneously will be primarily dependent upon 
future agricviltural price policies^ and technological 
innovations^ within the agricultural area. If rigid parity 
programs should be continued at high levels of support, little, 
if any, automatic reallocation would have taken place. How­
ever, if flexible supports were to be adopted,2 then ceteris 
paribus. some reallooatlon would have occurred autonatlcally. 
In any event, further consideration of resource allocation in 
view of nutritional education programs appears to be desirable. 
T 
This term is assumed to Include such Inventions as 
cotton pickers, Improved means of farm to market transportation, 
and better soil conservation practices, etc. 
2 Present discussions indicate an increasingly favorable 
climate of opinion for at least partially flexible support 
prices. This may Indicate a future adoption of such a policy 
for future farm programs. 
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SUMMARY 
The first student lunch projects were sponsored by 
individuals interested in hiutianitarian activities. In the 
Iftiited States public interest in school feeding programs did 
not develop until the last decade of the nineteenth century* 
and then primarily in the largest cities. When the "great 
depression" focused public attention upon the problem of the 
co-existence of surplus conanodities and hvingry children, the 
Surplus Commodity Administration established a system under 
which locally sponsored projects might benefit by participation 
in the newly created Federal School L\inch Program. Prom the 
beginning, the primary objective was the development of an 
outlet for surplus commodities. However, the in^ortance of 
dietary balance, achieved through planned supplementation, 
gradually became recognised. In 19^6 the legal provisions, 
which required that all participating schools maintain their 
normal amounts of purchase in addition to their stirplus food 
grants, were no longer rigorously enforced. 
The present study was mdertaken to examine the compati­
bility of the nutritional-balance and iriarket-support objectives, 
and to consider certain consequent welfare implications of the 
program. In connection with the objective of nutritional 
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adequacy, the study was extended to examine the price mechanism 
as a means of effectively directing student food selections. 
In order to determine the market support given by the 
program It was necessary to know the amounts purchased by the 
schools, end by homes to serve the same number of lunches. 
The piirchase records of schools were analyzed In terms of a 
theoretical model constructed to represent the schools' demand 
function. For the purpose of estimation this theoretical form 
of the function was simplified to Include only those quantita­
tive variables which were found to be statistically significant. 
In the case of butter,^ commodity (1), the equation was: 
Ql (1^6-14-8) ^ Ql ^1*1 (1^6-1^.8)» S(l|.6-lf8))* Ql (1^.6-14.8) the 
amount pijrchased diirlng the school years, 1946-1943* ?! 
synibollzed the price of the commodity dwlng this period, and 
^(46-48) represented the number of lunches served for these 
two school years. 
For all other commodities, coxmnodlty (4)« to and through 
commodity (n), the following equation^ was adopted: 9l|.(4.6-l|.8) ^ 
^ (46-48) )• ^ these equations the symbol, 9[,.(l|j6-ij.8)» 
represented the amount pxirchased during the years, 1946-194®» 
•I 
In the case of celery, commodity (2), and poultry, 
commodity (3), their respective equations were: Q2(46-48) * ^ 2 
tf2(46-48)» S(i^-1,.8)) and Q3(l^6-48) " Q3 ^^3(46-48)* ®(46-48)J* 
^Thus, for commodity ($)$ and commodity (n) the equation 
would be: %(]^6-48) * % ^®(46-48))' Qn(46-48) " ^  
<S(l4.6-48))« 
isk 
and I|-8)* number of Ixuiches served for this period. 
The hoi;;e purchas.es v/ere deterndned by utilising two 
randoin sawples, one of student lunch dietaries in communltlea 
v/here there was no Ivinch program conducted by the school, and 
one of corresponding dietaries for v/eek-end and vacation 
periods in coinmunities where the school operated a lunch 
program. In the comparison of the dietaries of the two 
samples it was determined that they were from the same parent 
population. 
The quantitative difference between the school and home 
purchases for the same nusiber of lunches revealed the extent 
of support furnished by the school program for the Ivinch meal* 
This study revealed that the program positively supported cer­
tain surplus oomnodlties such as potatoes, as well as non-surplus 
items such as milk,^ and many canned and fresh vegetables* 
However, the school program did not give positive lunch support^ 
to such commodities as beef and pork* 
^Althovigh the purchases of milk by the school program show 
a positive support for the Itinch meal, it is not certain that 
there is a net stjpport when total dietaries are considered* 
The Iowa State College Department of Nutrition's present research 
indicates that the calcium Intake of Iowa students in both 
categories, home and school limch, is equal* This suggests 
that the home lunch students ooiiq>ensate for their l\mch milk 
deficiency at some other time d\irlng the day, perhaps as an 
afternoon "snack." 
P The student total dietary protein intake for both of 
these groups was approximately equal* Uhtil the source of the 
compensating protein intake of the school lunch group is 
determined, no conclusion may be drawn concerning the school 
lunch program's effect upon the student patrons* total meat 
consiunption* 
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This investigation showed that the Iowa School Liinch 
l?rogram contributed to the inflexibility of resource allocn-
tion by supporting the prices of such surplus Items as 
potatoes, while at the same time It contributed to the flexi­
bility of resource allocation, by stiinxxlating the purcimse of 
vegetables deficient in the student dietaries and not in 
general surplus upon the inarket. Because the program posi­
tively supported more iteiris of the second category, its 
current tendency has been to direct resource allocation into 
patterns more consistent with nutritional recommendations. 
An experimental design was developed to test the 
effectiveness of the price mechanism as a means of directing 
student food selections. The results showed that the average 
elasticities of demand for beets, string beans and white cake, 
respectively were: -0.1, -O.ii-? and -2.5* This meant that with 
a 1 per cent change in price, there wo\ild be a corresponding 
change in quantity of .1 per cent, .Ij.? per cent, and 2.5 per 
cent. 
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These results mean that the price ineohanism znay be used 
effectively to curtail the consiunptlon of white cake. However« 
in the case of beets the price mechanism is not effective. In 
the case of string beans the price mechanism might possibly 
assist other directive techniques in securing an increase of 
student purchases. Howevert because the regression coefficient 
of string beans was not significant^ the data appear to be too 
fragmentary to support any definite hypothesis. 
This analysis of the Iowa School Lunch Program showed 
that the nutritional and support objectives were coo^atible 
only coincidentally. If the grants of surplus food are used 
to complete the dietary patterns suggested by the nutrition 
experts, the two objectives become compatible. If the program 
only serves as a convenient means of surplus disposal* regard­
less of the nutritional consequences, the two objectives 
frequently are in conflict. Recent policies indicate that in 
the future there may be greater effort exerted to assure the 
compatibility between these objectives. 
If the present nutrition education programs succeed in 
changing the consmptlon patterns of many students, and thus 
of their futture children, certain resource allocation problems 
will develop. Future research conoerning the is^llcations of 
nutrition education and its relationship to resource allocation 
appear to offer a promising field of endeavor* 
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Table 15 
Regression Equations^J' Used to EstlniAte School Piorchases 
Pood Pood Uhits Equations 
Apples CWT y 
Bananas Dozen y 
Cabbage Pounds y 
Carrots Bunches y 
Celery Bunches y 
Lettuce Heads y 
Onions Potinds y 
Potatoes CV^T y 
Canned Vegetables 
Corn CaseBim- y » l.oi + .OOO2J4.O Xi 
Green Beans Cases'ft* Y « 1,35 + .000605 Xi 
Peas Cases'tt* y a -3,77 + .OOOI4.36 
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables 
13.07 + .000l5llJCi 
29.52 + .00065ii Xi 
-123.60 + .OlklkO Xn 
-2,901.80 + .113100 Xi 
382.00 .002610 X, - li)..10 Xp 
-901.10 + .031500 Xi 
59.28 + .003290 Xi 
8.I1.6 + .000978 Xi 
181^.86 + .0376i|.0 Xt 
68.10 + .005021 Xi 
37li-.70 + .01j710 Xi - 10.i;8 Xg 
833.85 + .023221 Xi 
915.IU1. + .oo7l|.io Xi - 11.62 Xp 
-143.08 + .013318 Xi 
1|.13 + .000152 Xi 
603.25 + .055830 Xi 
-137.26 + .010580 \ 
« In these eqviations X-j^ equals the nuoiber of meals served, 
and X2 equals price of the coBouodity. 
Cases are composed of 6 No. 10 cans. 
Heats 
Beef 
Pork 
Poultry 
Pounds 
Pounds 
Pounds 
y 
y 
y 
Miscellaneous Commodities 
Bread Loaves y 
Butter Pounds y 
Bggs Dosen y 
Ploup CWT y 
Milk Gallons y 
Shortening Pounds y 
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TABLE 16 
DBS MOINES EXPERIMEUTAL DBSaGK -- FA; 
COHTPOL EEEIOD* 
, rrm * Oct. ' 
!. ! 
Oct. 
15 
Oct. ' 
16 ! 
' Plate Lunoh 
1 Maat Fie * 
» Apple, Celery, i 
« Grape Salad » 
1 Pudding • 
Fried Fiah t 
Br. Potatoes i 
Cole Slav t 
Apple Sauce i 
ff 
1 
Beefburger i 
fbahed Potatoes i 
Fruit Cup t 
t 
t 
f 
• VegetabloB 
• Beeta ' 
• Carrota • 
• Spinach • 
Cabbaco » 
Tonatoea • 
Peas ' 
t 
Beeta * 
CarrotB ' 
Squaah ' 
f 
, Salads 
' Mixed Fruit | 
, Gelatin , 
, Peach and Cottage , 
, Cheeae , 
, Mixed Vegetable , 
, Kidney Bean , 
r 
Grapefruit and , 
Orange , 
Carrot and Baisin, 
Head Lettuce , 
Fear in Lime Jello, 
1 
MiX0d Fruit 1 
Ctolatin , 
Peach aad Cottage , 
Oheeee , 
Egg mat Lettuce , 
Kidney Bean , 
' DeaeertB 
t 
• Cherry Pie * 
' Chocolate Pie ' 
' Cuatard • 
' Ice Cream ' 
Chocolate Pie ' 
White Cal» ' 
Jello • 
Ice Cream ' 
Clwrry Pie • 
Spiee Cake ' 
Ovatard ' 
loe Cream • 
1 
* The earn menuB vore repeated during the six day experimental period (October 22 
the oenuB wore not aemred on the earns days aa they had appeared dari^  the cont 

TABLE 16 • 
ZMQmL DESIGN -- FALL QUABTER 19^  
COBTROL PERIOD* 
Got. Got. Oct. Oct. 
IB ! 19 1 20 21 
• 
Beefburger t Bam and • Creamed Chloken Spanish Bamburger, 
Maehed Potatoes 1 Scalloped Potatoes « Mashed Potatoes Browned Potatoes ,, 
Fruit Cup t Egg Salad 1 Biscuits and Jam Tossed Salad , 
1 Fig Bread i Applesauce « 
1 Butter 1 
1 t 
t 
f 
leetB • Cabbage • Beets Cabbage • 
CarrotB > Tomatoes ' Carrots Tonatoes . 
Squash 1 Peas • 
t t 
Spinach Peas . 
f 
Mix»A Truit , Pear In Lime , Mixed Fruit Poar in Lime ' 
Qalatln , Jello J Egg and Lettuce Jello 1 
Peach and Cottage , Mixed Vegetable , Kldnej' Bean Peach and Cottage' 
Cheese , Grapefruit and ^ Head Lettuce Cheese 
Egg and Lettuce , Orange , Mixed Vegetable [ 
Kida»7 Bean , Carrot and Raisin, Grapefruit & Orange 
Ch»rry Pie 1 Chocolate Pie ' Chocolate Cake Cherry Pie • 
Spioe Cake » VJhlte Cake • Lemon Pie White Cake < 
Otuitard « Fruit Jello » Custard Fruit Jello • 
loe Cream • Ice Cream ' 
• • 
Ice Cream Ice Cream • 
al period (October 22-28th) but 
>eared duri:^  the control period. 
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Marshalltovm Experiment 
Table 1? 
Menus Adopted for the Experiment Listed at the Customary Prices 
Itexn Item Code Gents 
Menu I 
Plate Lunch P-j^ 
Meat loaf, potatoes, gravy, roll, butter, plokle 
Vegetables 
Beets Vi 5 
Peaa V2 $ 
Carrots Vo 5 
Salads S 
Cole slaw 10 
Prult Jello 10 
Dessert D 
Banana oream pie 10 
Ice cream (two flavors) 5 
Soup S 
Tomato (plus four crackers) 5 
Miscellaneous M 
Tomato Juice 7 
Grapefruit Juice 7 
Spice ham sandwich 10 
Lettuce salad sandwich 10 
Milk 7 
Grape ade 7 
Chocolate milk 7 
Menu II 
Plate Lunch P2 
Beef and noodles, potatoes, carrot sticks, roll, 
butter 15 
Vegetables 
String beans Vj 5 
Tomatoes V? $ 
Corn V5 5 
Salads S 
Banana salad 10 
Combination (tossed) 10 
Desserts D 
Chocolate cup cake ^ 
Ice cream (two flavors) 5 
Soi;qp S 
Vegetable soup (plus four crackers) 5 
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Table 17 (Continued) 
Item Item Code Cents 
Miscellaneous M 
Tomato Juice 7 
Grapefruit Juice 7 
Spiced ham sandwich 10 
Peanut butter sandwich 10 
Mlk 7 
Grape ade 7 
Chocolate milk 7 
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Table l8 
l>osslble ^  La Carte, Plate Lunoh, and Combination Choioes with 
Cost: Presented by Date of Service, Pall Quarter 
191^9 
Menu I Sept. 13th 
Oct. 20th 
Sept. 29th 
Nov. Ist 
Oct. 11th 
Nov. 17th 
Pj plus 
Pj^ plus and Vjj» 
P^ plus ^ 2, 
P^ and S 
Vl 
Vi plus Vq or K or S 
Vi plus 7^2 o** K and S** 
Vjj or Vjj plus either one of 
K or S»« 
cents 
15 15 15 
20 19 17 
25 2k 22 
30 29 27 
25 25 25 
5 k 2 
10 9 7 
15 11^ 12 
10 10 10 
Menu II 
P2 plus V|^ 
P2 plus V||^ and 7jj 
plus V|^ 
and S 
and Vjj and S<^« 
plus Vq or K or S»» 
plus or (K & S)«« 
V|^, or Vjj plus either one of 
K or S»« 
15 15 15 
20 19 17 
25 2k. 22 
30 29 27 
25 25 25 
5 hr 2 
10 9 7 
15 li^- 12 
10 10 10 
If the symbol is this means any two of such vegetables* It 
should also be noted that these prices do not include either 
milk or dessert. If these are added to these main items, then 
seven cents should be added for the milk, and five or ten cents 
for the dessert. 
